
ABSTRACT

KOONCE, STEVEN B. Increasing Cloud Throughput by Offloading MapReduce Computation
to Active Cloud Nodes. (Under the direction of Xiaosong Ma.)

With the recent popularity of Cloud computing and the economic downturn, companies
and researchers are highly interested in maximizing the utilization of their existing hardware
resources and are renting time on public cloud systems such as Amazon’s EC2 cluster instead
of purchasing new, dedicated hardware of their own. To this date, little research has been
performed on aggressively stealing cycles from active, but under-utilized utility computing
cluster/cloud nodes.

In this thesis project, we explore the feasibility of such aggressive, collective resource stealing
to offload scientific computation workload executed with the elastic MapReduce model and we
evaluate the benefit of the stolen cycles on a MapReduce workload. We built a framework
that harvests under-utilized utility computing cloud nodes for background task processing and
extended the popular Hadoop implementation of MapReduce to allow it to offload tasks to the
under-utilized nodes and to make resource-aware load balancing decisions to optimize its use
of the nodes. We evaluated our work with VCL, the Virtual Computing Lab at North Carolina
State University, a popular, award-winning campus cloud platform which provides students and
faculty with interactive sessions remotely through virtual images.

Our preliminary results demonstrate the feasibility of aggressively stealing resources on
active but under-utilized cloud nodes. By augmenting Hadoop nodes with under-utilized VCL
system background tasks, we produced a significant runtime speedup on our Hadoop workload
while limiting the load applied to the active nodes to avoid interfering with the active user.
Our results also demonstrate the necessity of resource-aware load balancing when offloading
MapReduce work to volatile, heterogenously available nodes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Aggressive resource stealing on active-user workstations is a promising method for optimizing
the throughput of networked workstations, but is very difficult to implement while maintaining
the quality-of-service expectations of active users. The use of volunteer computing to steal
resources and obtain throughput gains has been a popular research topic that is taking on
new relevance with the advent of Cloud computing. Classical volunteer computing research
investigated the use of idle user workstations and servers running non-interactive workloads.
The recent increase in popularity of Cloud computing systems has led to an increase in the
number of workstation clusters and, in turn, an increase in the opportunities to optimize the
throughput of the underlying hardware by stealing underutilized resources. Cloud computing
has created a utility computing scenario, where users may rent time on virtual workstations
within a greater Cloud system. If active users are not fully utilizing the underlying physical
resource that has been allocated to their virtual workstations, there may be opportunities for
resource stealing and the offloading of tasks to these virtual workstations. This thesis discusses
the opportunities for aggressively stealing resource from such active-user virtual workstations
in the Virtual Computing Lab (VCL) at North Carolina State University [1] and proposes both
a lightweight framework harvests these virtual systems and a set of modifications that allows
parallel applications to effectively offload work to the harvested systems for a workload runtime
speedup.

The Virtual Computing Lab at North Carolina State University, an award-winning Cloud
computing system, proivide as many as 30,000 students, faculty members, and researchers with
virtual workstations running various operating systems pre-loaded and configured with popular
software packages. VCL users request a virtual environment loaded with a given operating
system and software package and VCL then allocates the required physical resources, loads
the requested image into them, and provides the user with information on how to remotely
connect to their virtual workstation session. Students and faculty will typically request virtual
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workstation sessions for environments running Microsoft Windows and software packages such
as Adobe Photoshop, AutoCAD, or Microsoft Office pre-installed, while researchers with proper
permission may request virtual clusters of Linux or Solaris machines for running large scientific
workloads.

Although the VCL developers have tuned each of the virtual images to minimize the physical
resources that must be allocated for their use, there is still opportunity to aggressively steal
the allocated resource for the benefit of other Cloud applications. More physical resource must
be allocated for the VCL virtual workstations than the user will need for the majority of their
workstation reservation time. For example, a virtual image designed for Adobe Photoshop
must have enough CPU and memory available to run intensive Photoshop operations such as
animation generation and filters on large, high-resolution images without the user noticing a
significant slowdown. However, the Photoshop user will likely spend most of their time using
simple, lightly resource-intensive tasks, such as Photoshop’s image modification tools, which
leaves a significant portion of their session’s allocated resources under-utilized. Other Cloud
applications could potentially offload small tasks to be run in the background on these under-
utilized systems to achieve a performance gain through the extra resource without disturbing
the user. There are typically hundreds of such under-utilized virtual workstations allocated and
running on the VCL, so many of these background tasks could potentially be run at once.

We hypothesized that the majority of the resource allocated for virtual workstations is being
underutilized during long stretches when the active user is exclusively running simple tasks,
and that there is an opportunity for applications to offload work to run in the background
on these under-utilized virtual workstations. This offloading of work will provide a runtime
speedup for the offloading applications and will more effectively make use of the underlying
physical resources devoted to running the virtual workstations. To confirm our hypothesis, we
constructed a framework that harvests and aggregates virtual workstations for the potential
use of offloading applications and modified the popular Apache Hadoop [20] implementation of
the Google MapReduce framework to serve as our offloading application.

The research conducted as the focus of this paper is only the first step towards the creation
of an efficient system that optimizes the throughput and resource utilization of a cloud system’s
underlying physical machines by offloading MapReduce tasks to actively used but under-utilized
virtual workstation cloud nodes. This paper describes the design and implementation of the
system’s foundation, proposes algorithms and techniques that are critical towards obtaining a
performance benefit when offloading MapReduce work to cloud nodes running as active-user
virtual workstations, describes tests that were run to confirm the correctness and performance
of the implemented system, contains analysis of the test results, describes the limitations of the
currently implemented system, and proposes future work that will lead towards the creation of
the fully optimized system.
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During this thesis research, we have developed a framework for monitoring virtual systems
in the NC State Virtual Computing Lab, modifications to Hadoop to allow it to offload work
to the virtual system background workers, and modifications to the fasta35 implementation of
the FASTA algorithm to allow it to be run on Hadoop and on virtual workstations. Hundreds of
hours of tests were run with the system, both to tune the system itself and to develop historical-
data profiles for both the fasta35 workload and for the virtual images to which the fasta35

work was to be offloaded. While a simple speedup was demonstrated by naively offloading
work from the Hadoop cluster to unloaded VCL images, these profiles were used to implement
resource-aware dynamic granularity and speculative execution algorithms in Hadoop, which
were critical toward providing a runtime speedup on our simulated active-user systems. There
is still a great deal of research needed to complete the final system. However, we explored and
accomplished the following during the course of this foundational thesis work:

• We developed a lightweight, Condor-like [4] framework, the BackGround Hadoop har-
vesting framework, which is capable of monitoring underutilized physical or virtual system
resources and reporting their availability to a server running at a well-known address.

• We implemented a novel Hadoop extension, named ScatterMap, that allows for Hadoop
compute nodes to split up an assigned task into parts that may be run locally and on a
set of background workers while providing for simple, effective task failure recovery.

• We investigated workload properties necessary to obtain a performance gain through
offloading tasks to aggressively-stolen virtual workstation resources.

• We implemented and investigated the effectiveness of resource-aware dynamic load balanc-
ing and speculative execution methods within Hadoop, and investigated the effectiveness
of these mechanisms when offloading work to potentially volatile virtual workstations.

• We modified the fasta35 implementation of the FASTA algorithm to create a new appli-
cation, sfasta35, that allows FASTA to be run against streamed data and return results
in a way that matches the specifications of the BGH harvesting framework.

• We produced a runtime speedup of the FASTA algorithm running with the BGH system
when compared to the algorithm running on standard Hadoop.

The remaining chapters are organized as follows: Chapter 2 briefly describes the background
related work, including the Virtual Computing Lab, volunteer computing, MapReduce, and bi-
ological local sequence alignment algorithms, which are used later in the thesis. Chapter 3
provides an architectural overview of the BGH system and describes the design and implemen-
tation of its core components in detail. Chapter 4 provides an overview of our experimental
results. Chapter 5 summarizes our research and and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

Our research topic touches on several popular research areas. Cloud computing, volunteer com-
puting, Google MapReduce, parallel workload offloading, and parallel, dynamic load balancing
are all well-researched and documented topics. We conducted a great deal of investigatory
research to find existing solutions to problems we encountered in those areas, and to inform the
design decisions made while implementing the BGH system. While those topics are all well-
researched and well-documented, no comprehensive solution exists that utilizes active, highly
volatile cloud nodes to assist the processing of MapReduce workloads. Because of the lack of
existing research into this area, which is the core of our research, we were also unable to find
any existing papers that discussed the possibility of extending MapReduce or other frameworks
to offload work to such volatile systems. As a result, we ended up developing a great deal of the
foundation for the BGH system ourselves. Several existing research projects greatly influenced
the design of our system, although we had to make our own modifications to the contributions
of those projects to ensure that they would work within the bounds of the BGH system.

2.1 Related Work

The Virtual Computing Lab [1] at North Carolina State University is an award-winning Cloud
computing system capable of providing students, faculty, and staff with easily accessible virtual
workstations to use for coursework or research purposes. The system has provided these on-
demand virtual workstations loaded with popular software such as Microsoft Office, Adobe
Photoshop, AutoCAD, and Mathematica to a user base of more than 30,000 for 3 years. It was
successfully spun-off into an Apache project in 2009 [22] and is still under active development.

Volunteer Computing as a means to optimize the throughput of a cluster of networked ma-
chines and to provide free resources for use running batch workloads has been a hot research
topic for decades. Systems such as Condor [4] and LSF, which was based on the creators’ Utopia
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system [23], were primarily designed to run batch tasks on idle workstations. More aggressive
resource-stealing mechanisms were investigated in projects such as Linger-Longer [8], which at-
tempted to allow the batch tasks to remain running in the background of a Condor-networked
workstation after the user has returned. Linger-Longer authors Ryu and Hollingsworth [11]
investigated kernel improvements needed to ensure the preeminent status of the workstation
owner’s processes while third-party background tasks are running. The Stealth Distributed Sys-
tem [9] was designed to more aggressively steal resources than Condor: it will run background
tasks on actively-used workstations, but requires very tight scheduling of the offloaded tasks
and regular, coordinated migration. Hadoop On Demand (HOD) [12] is an idle workstation
harvester designed specifically for use with Hadoop clusters. It is capable of using either Condor
or the Torque resource manager [13] to gauge the availability of nodes and incorporate them
into the Hadoop cluster.

Since its introduction in 2004, Google’s MapReduce framework has been another popular
research topic. While it provides a convenient framework for parallelizing applications that
allows developers to focus on the algorithms to be run in parallel instead of the communication
and intermediate steps needed to properly run the algorithm in parallel, it is not designed to
run efficiently on heterogeneous clusters. Zaharia, et. al. [14] discovered flaws in the Apache
Hadoop implementation of MapReduce that cause Hadoop’s speculative execution mechanisms
to make poor decisions and proposed a simple solution to the problem. The CellMR [15]
project investigated running Hadoop on a cluster of Sony Playstation 3 consoles. The authors
investigated dynamic load-balancing mechanisms that would improve the performance of their
Hadoop jobs.

Systems like Prophecy Performance Database [25], Zoltan [27] [26], and DRUM [24] are
designed to gather information about heterogeneous clusters and their performance capabili-
ties for the use of distributed applications that want to optimize their workload distribution
throughout the cluster. While Prophecy only gathers a comprehensive set of data about the
cluster, Zoltan and DRUM are designed to dynamically partition the workloads around the
cluster and provide strong performance gains by assigning optimally sized workloads to each
cluster node.

Another potential solution to optimizing the throughput of server machines is to pack the
server with virtual machines [29], [30]. The hypervisor may then use CPU frequency scaling
mechanisms to ensure that the Quality-of-Service requirements of the workloads running in
the virtual machines are met while optimizing the underlying hardware resource utilization.
While this is a promising solution for packing batch workloads onto a server, we assume that
active-user virtual workstations such as these that VCL serves will require extra resources at all
times. When a user starts an intensive operation, they should not notice any lag as resources
are redirected from other virtual machines running on the hypervisor machine to theirs, which
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is a probable limitation of such solutions.
Biological local sequence alignment algorithms such as Basic Local Alignment Search Tool

[5], FASTA [6], and Smith-Waterman [7] are a class of embarrassingly parallel algorithms that
are regularly used by Bioinformatics researchers. Of the aforementioned algorithms, Smith-
Waterman provides the most exhaustive search and, as such, takes significantly more time to
run than the others. FASTA was developed by David J. Lipman and William R. Pearson as a
optimization of the Smith-Waterman algorithm. Instead of performing a thorough local search
of all sequences, it makes several passes through the query sequences and target database
to first split the sequences into sets of tuples, which will then be scored against each other
instead of comparing every character of every sequence against each other as Smith-Waterman
does. This provides a fast approximation of the Smith-Waterman algorithm at the expense of
accuracy. This trade-off between speed and accuracy can be controlled by setting the tuple
size. A smaller tuple size will create more total tuples to be compared. This will cause the
algorithm to run longer, but may provide a greater quantity of high-scoring sequence pairs.
BLAST, the least exhaustive of the algorithms, is a further statistical optimization of the
Smith-Waterman algorithm that is faster than FASTA. While BLAST is the most popular
among Bioinformatics researchers, we used FASTA for the investigation into the BGH system’s
effectiveness research due to its configurable intensity level, which allowed us to examine the
level of workload algorithmic intensity needed to show a runtime speedup when offloading to
active-user virtual workstations.

2.2 Volunteer Computing

Optimizing the throughput and resource utilization of clustered computers is a popular re-
search topic. Systems such as Condor and LSF are well-known frameworks designed to “steal”
idle workstations’ resources by offloading batch tasks to them. These programs monitor work-
stations, wait until they meet a set of criteria that qualifies the workstation as idle, report
themselves as available to a central server, and then accept batch tasks from the server and
run them until an active user returns to the system. Condor’s logic flow for harvesting idle
workstations and its strategies for monitoring workstations’ availability provided inspiration
towards our mechanism for offloading work to VCL virtual sessions. However, as explained in
Section 3.1.1, Condor expects safety guarantees from the client machines that cannot be met
on VCL virtual workstations, which prevents us from making use of it in the BGH system.

Comparatively little research has been performed on the possibility of aggressively stealing
spare resources on systems with an active user. The majority of research into cycle stealing
and workload offloading, like Condor, has focused on idle systems and packing systems which
are primarily designed to work on batch tasks. The few research projects that have been
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developed towards aggressive cycle stealing typically require operating system modifications,
do not actively attempt to steal resource on systems while the user is present, or both. Linger-
Longer [8], an extension of Condor, allows for Condor tasks to remain running in the workstation
background after the user has returned, but does not attempt to schedule new background tasks
while the user is active. Frameworks such as the Stealth Distributed System [9] are designed
to consistently run tasks in the background of actively-used workstations, but require tight
scheduling of the tasks and assume that migration of tasks will be possible.

The most closely related research, conducted by Linger-Longer authors Ryu and Hollingsworth
[11], explores the possibility of using kernel-level process management to ensure that resource-
stealing background processes do not interfere with the active-user’s processes. They introduced
a set of kernel modifications as an improvement in process priority level management over the
existing Unix nice command. While their work demonstrates the feasibility of aggressively-
stealing resource from actively-used workstations and informs our mechanisms for ensuring that
background tasks’ resource usage is properly bounded, we cannot make use of their kernel mod-
ifications on VCL. The most frequently accessed VCL virtual images will be based on Windows.
While research is needed to investigate the possibility of enhancing Windows to provide the
enhanced process priority enforcement Ryu and Hollingsworth describe, it was infeasible for
us to make such enhancements during the course of this foundational research. Instead, we
rely on the existing process nice-ness settings in Linux and Windows and conservatively allow
our processes to be preempted as soon as a user’s processes begin to make use of a significant
percentage of the total virtual workstation resource level. To improve our chances of mak-
ing correct decisions as to whether our processes should sleep temporarily while preempted
or whether they should simply be killed, we used historical records of resource utilization on
instances of the targeted VCL images and of our targeted workload’s resource usage on those
images.

2.3 MapReduce

The Google MapReduce framework [2] is popular platform used to run embarrassingly parallel
programs. It greatly simplifies the development and maintenance processes of such programs by
hiding the bulk of the communication and some of the intermediary computational work needed
to develop a parallel program. It abstracts those aspects of the underlying parallel program
away and allows the developer to focus on two simple algorithms: a ’map’ algorithm which will
be applied to every item in the input data and a ’reduce’ algorithm which will convert results
of the ’map’ algorithm into a consolidated, final output. A classic example of a MapReduce
application is a word count, where the map algorithm is responsible for counting each word
in the input once and the reduce algorithm is responsible for summing each of those single
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word counts and producing the number of times each word occurred in the input. The output
of a MapReduce mapper task is a {key, value} pair. In the case of the word count, it would
be a {’word’, 1} pair for each word that was encountered. The MapReduce framework then
aggregates all of the map output pairs, sorts them, and groups them by key. After this sorting,
each reducer task is provided one key and the set of values that were found for that key as
input. Following the word count example, the reducer input would be similar to: { ’word’,
{ 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 } }. The reducer then combines all of the values for a given key into a single key,
value output set. For the previous word-count reducer input example, this would be { ’word’,
5}.

2.3.1 Known MapReduce Limitations

MapReduce and, in turn, Hadoop have some limitations when working with heterogeneous
clusters that were likely to affect our results if we did not take them into account when designing
our Hadoop modifications. Zaharia, et. al. [14] found potentially severe flaws in Hadoop’s load-
balancing abilities when it is operating in a heterogeneous environment. In particular, Hadoop
compares tasks’ progress directly to decide whether or not certain tasks are straggling. When
running tasks on heterogeneous nodes, these direct comparisons do not work properly and can
lead to some thrashing if speculative execution tasks are launched under the assumption that
slow workers, which have nearly completed a task, are actually straggling. This could prove to
be a major problem in the BGH environment because the volatile, partially-available virtual
environments will make our Hadoop cluster dynamically heterogeneous, as will be discussed
in Chapter 3. The authors’ primary suggestion was to determine if tasks are straggling by
measuring their progress rate and time to completion and comparing those to other similar
tasks. We will attempt to dynamically modify task size, so comparisons to other tasks will be
invalid within the BGH system. Instead, we use our resource-awareness to gauge how available
worker machines are and develop an estimated runtime for the task we are assigning them. That
estimated runtime is then used in the decision on whether or not a task should be speculatively
executed against.

Zoltan [27] [26], and DRUM [24] gather data about the processing capabilities of heteroge-
neous cluster nodes for scheduling decision use, but they work by calculating the capabilities of
the system before the job is run and tightly schedule which nodes will run which piece of the job
by “pushing” work to them. In contrast, MapReduce and Hadoop are designed to use a mech-
anism where workers “pull” job tasks as they are available. While it would be possible to alter
Hadoop push workload to the workers instead, it would be very difficult and time-intensive.
Instead, we will attempt to make use of the existing Hadoop pull model, but we will make it
resource-aware and allow the workers to dictate how much work they pull from the overall job.
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The CellMR [15] project greatly inspired our approach to dynamic task granularity on
Hadoop. The CellMR researchers attempted to modify Hadoop so that it would efficiently
run workloads on a cluster of Sony Playstation 3 consoles. In order to run Hadoop tasks,
the workload data needed to be sent to the background workers, as is the case in the BGH
system. To determine the optimal work chunk size to send to these homogeneous compute
nodes, CellMR begins by sending chunks of various sizes to compute nodes and measur-
ing the runtime on each chunk, comparing the resulting compute node throughput (i.e.,
task size / completion time). The chunk size with the highest resulting throughput is cho-
sen as the final task size and is used for the remainer of the job’s life. We took that basic
concept and made a few enhancements for our environment: we use a historical task profile
to inform our dynamic load-balancing mechanism of the expected throughputs of background
worker nodes and dedicated compute nodes at initialization time. Unlike the CellMR envi-
ronment, we have to deal with heterogeneous compute nodes. The background worker nodes’
level of availability may be constantly fluctuating. The BGH system constantly measures the
actual throughput of background worker nodes and keeps a separate average throughput for
each background worker node being accessed.

The authors of CellMR assume that a task profile, such as we will be using, is too tedious to
build. For the BGH system, we are assuming that the same target workloads will be run many
times. The re-balancing capability provided by constantly measuring actual throughput times
and adjusting background worker task sizes dynamically will allow for users to simply make a
guess about the throughput capabilities of unloaded background workers and dedicated Hadoop
workers for the given task, and BGH will automatically re-balance its throughput expectations
as the job progresses. After the job has completed, the Hadoop JobTracker log may be checked
for the average measured throughputs, which can be used to update the task profile for future
runs.
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Chapter 3

System Design

3.1 Architecture Overview

The Background Hadoop (BGH) system requires the use of a set of dedicated MapReduce
cluster nodes running within the NC State Virtual Computing Lab (VCL), a pool server

running at a well-known IP address, and is designed to target virtual workstations also running
within the VCL. Figure 3.1 depicts the major components of this system. Virtual workstations
running in the VCL each run a simple monitoring daemon responsible for measuring their
level of free resource. When the monitoring daemon determines that its virtual workstation has
enough free resource to run background batch tasks, it connects to the pool server and joins
the pool of available background workers. Background workers are virtual workstations which
have made themselves available to run background tasks for task-offloading applications, or
offloaders. Together, the monitoring daemon and pool server make up our VCL session

harvester, which is responsible for discovering all currently available background workers and
for allowing them to be accessed by offloaders. Offloaders may check the pool server to view
the set of currently available background workers, and may then obtain a reservation to make
use of one or more of them. This reservation is needed to ensure that only one offloader will
make use of a given background worker at a time.

Within the BGH system, the offloaders will be MapReduce ScatterMap nodes, which are an
extension to MapReduce we have specifically developed for the purpose of offloading MapReduce
Map tasks to BGH background workers. This modification to the popular Apache Hadoop
implementation of the MapReduce framework will be explained in detail in section 3.4.1. While
the ScatterMap nodes are the offloaders directly making use of the background workers, the
Hadoop JobTracker class is responsible for connecting to the pool server, obtaining background
workers, and, then providing them to the ScatterMap node. If the pool server is unable to find
any suitable background workers after checking the pool server, the potential ScatterMap node
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Figure 3.1: Background Hadoop System Architecture

will revert to its normal behavior as a standard MapReduce Map node. The Hadoop cluster
that is accessing the pool server and offloading work to background workers will be running
within VCL itself in a cluster of dedicated Hadoop virtual workstations.

3.1.1 Background Workers

The background worker tasks we will be placing on active-user virtual workstation sessions must
be forced to limit their own resource usage so that they do not interfere with the session owner’s
processes. If the session owner starts an intensive task requiring the use of the session’s full set
of resources, the background tasks must yield and wait until the previously spare resources once
again become free. The potentially volatile nature of VCL virtual environments as a whole must
also be considered when placing background tasks onto these sessions. Reservations typically
run from one to four hours and, upon session shutdown, the virtual environment will not wait
for processes to complete. In addition to the risk of the registration ending suddenly, users
may shut their virtual session down at any time. When session shut down occurs or the user’s
foreground processes begin to dominate the session resources, background tasks will not be
given the opportunity to migrate themselves off of the virtual environment or to report partial
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status.

Availability of Background Task Target Data

VCL provides little opportunity for running background tasks against locally stored data unless
the data is passed in from elsewhere. VCL virtual workstation sessions are directly loaded
from a virtual image. If a specific piece of data is needed in the resulting virtual workstation
session, that data must be stored in the image itself. Attempting to store workload data of
any significant size in these virtual images is infeasible. Even if we can assume that only one
workload will ever be run on VCL nodes and that it requires ten megabytes of locally-stored
input data, that is ten megabytes that must be added to the virtual image size. As hundreds of
these images are loaded on the VCL system, thousands of megabytes of physical storage may
become devoted to storing the same, redundant data. If the hypervisor is able to optimize this
issue away and have the images share a single physical location, there may then be contention
issues as many background workers attempt to access the same file. Regardless of whether or
not the hypervisor optimizes the physical storage in this case, storing files of more than a few
megabytes in the virtual image is not a good idea.

Splitting the target workload data into pieces and spreading it around the set of VCL virtual
images is another intuitive solution to making data available locally, but unfortunately one that
also turns out to be impractical. Even when assuming that the target workload data may be
simply split into pieces with no effect on the background workers, it is very difficult to ensure
that enough unique splits of the data will be available at any given time to make offloading work
worthwhile. For example, if ten different Photoshop and AutoCAD images are created each,
with all images containing a different piece of the workload data, VCL modifications would be
needed to ensure that it serves as many of the twenty different images to users as possible. Even
with such a modification, there is no guarantee that a specific part of the data will be available
at a given time, because all virtual workstations containing a given partition of the target data
may be busy at once. Additionally, a mechanism allowing inspection of the available sessions’
stored workload data would be needed so that the offloaders could find their target data on the
virtual workstations.

Ideal VCL Session Harvester

The VCL session harvester has a reasonably simple purpose: to find virtual image sessions
running on the NC State Virtual Computing Lab and, when they have enough spare resource
to run batch tasks in the background, report the availability in such a way that offloading
applications can send tasks to them. To minimize background task failures, a mechanism is
also needed for allowing offloaders to examine available background workers so that they can
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ensure that the background worker is capable of servicing the request before sending it. An
optimal solution to the VCL harvesting mechanism will meet the following desired requirements
and constraints:

• All running harvester processes will be minimally invasive on their respective systems.
Since we are harvesting VCL nodes with active users, the monitoring daemon must be
lightweight enough that the user will not notice that it or any background tasks it has
started are running.

• Everything the monitoring software needs to monitor its virtual workstation, report its
availability, and accept background tasks must be available in the virtual image from
which the respective virtual workstation was loaded.

• If possible, the monitor daemon should be capable of running the background task without
any other dependencies (e.g., a JVM or other runtime environment) that could be mangled
by a virtual system owner. At this point, security consists of the session owner being
unaware that background tasks are being run. Such a user may notice that a software
package is installed and remove it or replace it with an incompatible version which would
render the given session useless. When possible, native executables capable of working on
raw input data are preferred.

• The monitoring daemon should avoid the use of local hard disk.

– When a typical VCL user session is shut down, the contents of the disk are lost
forever; future sessions using the same image will be loaded from that image and the
session hard disk will contain what was persisted when the image was created.

– Local hard disk usage is relatively expensive and is more likely to be noticed by the
user than CPU and memory usage.

– VCL users are often provided with little local hard disk and are advised to map their
VCL session’s disk back to their remote workstation so that their data will be saved
between runs. If we were to make use of the user’s hard disk, either on purpose or
accidentally because of the user’s hard disk re-mapping, a great deal of additional
latency would be incurred in the transmission to and from their laptop. Additionally,
transferring the data would be a major security violation: our system should not be
placing data on users’ hardware without their permission.

– Even if it were possible to update the session’s respective virtual image at session
shutdown, it is unpredictable when the next instance would be loaded or if it would
be become accessible for retrieving results it it was loaded.
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• The harvester framework should be generic enough to allow for any offloader to offload
tasks to VCL nodes. The harvester system should avoid being Hadoop-specific if possi-
ble, unless an existing Hadoop-specific solution that would greatly reduce the harvester’s
development time already exists, in which case we would investigate using such a solution
directly.

These ideal traits of a VCL session harvester prevented us from using existing workstation
harvesting solutions towards the BGH system. Condor expects that the local hard disk is
available for checkpointing progress and for storage of results when the background job must
be preempted. When running parallel subtasks, Condor requires that the machines running the
job never preempt the parallel subtasks. Neither of these conditions can be met when using
VCL virtual workstations as background workers. Hadoop on Demand (HOD) requires that
harvested workstations have Java available and Hadoop pre-configured and does not handle
dynamic IPs well. Starting a new Hadoop daemon on a background worker would likely be
noticeable to the foreground user and virtual workstation IPs within VCL are highly dynamic
- a given IP may be used for a Photoshop image and then reused for a Linux image hours later.

Background Task Expectations

Because of these VCL virtual workstation session limitations, the offloaders will want their
tasks run in the background on VCL systems to:

• Be easily reproducible. Because opportunities to migrate the task off of the virtual system
are extremely limited, it is highly preferable to simply kill the task if the background task
must be halted due to user activity.

• Be small enough to run quickly in the virtual environment. The longer the process is
running, the greater the risk of hitting a situation where the task must be halted.

• Require little setup before execution can begin. If possible, the background worker should
avoid needing to receive the executable itself and should also receive as little data to be
worked on as possible in order to maximize the background task’s execution time before
the session once again becomes unavailable.

– A high computation : input data ratio will help maximize the time the virtual
system spends running the workload by limiting the time needed for the task’s setup
and cleanup.

– Executables that work with streams of input and output data and overlap their com-
putation and communication will greatly decrease the time the background worker
needs to be running. This will help the background worker avoid situations where the
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background task is primed with input data from an offloader over a period of time
and then is killed before it can actually begin working on the data due to impending
shutdown or lack of available resources.

The choice of MapReduce Map tasks and the design of our ScatterMap node was strongly
motivated by this list of desirable background task traits.

3.1.2 ScatterMap

Embarrassingly parallel application tasks fit the background task expectations in that they are
easily reproducible and can easily fit the requirement that the input data be small. By definition,
embarassingly parallel applications’ input data must be easily divisible into partitions that can
be worked on completely independently by parallel workers. Since they may be worked on
independently, they can easily be re-run in the case of a failure and the partitioning of the
input data can be configured to be as finely granular as needed for the target environment.
The MapReduce framework works exclusively with embarrassingly parallel applications, so its
applications already meet these background task criteria.

The MapReduce Map task is a particularly attractive choice for offloading to background
workers. Most MapReduce implementations are designed with the assumption that Map tasks
may fail or be lost while running and that they may need to be preempted because they are
running very slowly and would hold up the MapReduce job’s final completion time. Because
these assumptions are already designed into MapReduce implementations, the requirement that
background worker tasks be easily reproducible is strongly covered. In contrast, failures of the
MapReduce Reduce task are more expensive. As map outputs are returned during a MapReduce
job run, they are persisted to disk and read by the respective reducer. If a map task fails, it
is simply re-run and the reducer must then read the data from the replaclement mapper. If
a reducer task fails, the new reducer must contact all of the old reducer’s respective mappers
and and re-read their results. Reducers are also typically started at the beginning of the job
and stay active during the entire life of the job so that they can receive map outputs as soon
as they are available. Since the background workers are likely to be volatile and may not stay
up for very long, offloading reducer tasks to them is not an attractive option.

We have modified the Hadoop MapTask class to allow it to offload part of its work to
background workers while also performing work of its own locally. These MapTasks that offload
work to background workers are known as ScatterMaps. If a MapTask is not provided with a
set of background workers, it will revert to normal operation and simply remain a MapTask.

Of the remaining background worker task requirements, both 1) needing little setup before
beginning execution and 2) streaming the background task so that computation and commu-
nication may be overlapped will be covered by offloading them to our modified MapReduce
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framework. The other remaining requirement, that the tasks performed on the background
workers have a high computation : input data ratio, can be handled by properly choosing
a target MapReduce workload. Our choice, FASTA, provides us with a variable computation

: input data ratio and is described in further detail in Section 3.5.

3.2 Design Assumptions

A set of important assumptions was made partially based upon the limitations that are inherent
in our target architecture components and partially to simplify the scope of the research. These
assumptions somewhat limit the quality of our results when considering them in the context of
a real-world system, but allowed us to focus on our primary goals of properly harvesting and
offloading tasks to background workers and on enhancing Hadoop to allow it to make use of
the background workers.

• Use of VCL virtual workstation hard disk should be avoided. As previously discussed,
hard disk access may be expensive when working on a VCL virtual workstation and it is
difficult to make the target data for an expected background task available on the virtual
workstation hard disk in advance.

• As discussed in Section 3.1.1, we expect that the background workers will only be available
for background task processing for a short period of time. During this early development
of our system, we assume that this period of time will be 30-60 seconds. We have de-
signed the BGH system to react quickly to background workers joining and leaving the
background worker pool and to allow Hadoop to react to background worker failures with
a minimal performance penalty due to the failures. Our implementations for the VCL
session harvester and the Hadoop modifications both use the background workers’ 30
second CPU load as the primary background-worker-availability metric when scheduling
offloaded tasks.

• We avoid the problem of providing security for both the active virtual workstation user’s
data and for the background tasks. In the current design, the monitoring daemon and
background task simply run alongside the user’s processes and both will be able to access
each others’ data. This is a major security concern, but we avoid it at this point to
simplify our proof-of-concept system design and leave it as a concern for future research.

3.3 Detailed Design

Limitations of the VCL’s virtual workstations, Google MapReduce, the Apache Hadoop im-
plementation of MapReduce, and our target workload, FASTA, dictated that we make a series
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of design decisions necessary to make these components of the BGH system work together
effectively and efficiently. After completing our initial investigation, we expected the VCL vir-
tual workstations to be highly volatile environments for offloaded subtasks. MapReduce and,
in turn, Hadoop are both designed to run tasks against local data. Offloading tasks to the
VCL virtual workstations requires us to not only extend Hadoop to allow it to efficiently move
data to outside workers, but to also account for those workers being volatile and only partially
available. To properly account for these problems and to allow for background workers to be
used for the full duration of their availability, we require an accurate, highly-reactive virtual
workstation session harvester to ensure that sessions’ availability is reported to offloaders nearly
immediately after they become available. We also needed to ensure that offloaders are capable
of quickly discovering and making use of the background workers and that they are capable of
handling the background workers’ volatility so that their overall application time is minimally
affected by the expected failures. Finally, we need to design the offloaders’ target workload
such that the time consumed by sending data to the background workers is amortized by the
gain in computation resources.

3.3.1 VCL Workstation Harvester

The limitations of VCL virtual workstation sessions discussed in section 3.1 greatly affect their
ability to serve as background workers. Because the background workers are unlikely to be
available for servicing offloaded tasks for long stretches of time, we needed a VCL session
harvester capable of reacting very quickly to changes in the state of the background workers.
None of the existing workstation harvesters we investigated is capable of handling the volatility
of these images, so we constructed our own. The high-level design of the VCL session harvester
is shown below in Figure 3.2. Virtual workstations running in the VCL will run a lightweight
monitoring daemon. This daemon monitors the level of free resource the virtual workstation has
available, reports when the virtual workstation is available for servicing background tasks, and
accepts and runs the background tasks from an offloader. To allow for the offloader and virtual
workstation to find each other, a pool server will be running on a machine with a well-known IP
address and port. The pool server will be capable of reacting quickly to changes in background
worker state and will serve potential offloader requests for sets of available background workers
which the offloader may use to run subtasks.

The BGH harvesting framework was designed with Condor as inspiration. Condor has
a simple, elegant, well-documented design which was reasonably simple to tweak for our pur-
poses. Like Condor, the BGH harvesting framework consists of a simple workstation monitoring
daemon that monitors the potentially under-utilized systems in a network coupled with well-
known central server that maintains information about available images and sends tasks to be
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Figure 3.2: VCL Session Harvester design

run through the monitoring daemons. While Condor expects tasks to be queued on the central
server, we anticipate that offloaders will need to respond quickly to the availability or lack of
availability of background workers, because the background workers will likely not be available
for more than a few minutes at a time. Therefore, we avoid the pure centralization of Condor
and only require the monitoring daemons to continually update the central server, called the
BGH pool server, with their level of available resource. The pool server’s two responsibilities
are 1) to maintain the list of available background workers and 2) to send information about
the workers in the list to exactly one offloader at a time upon each request. The offloader and
background worker then communicate directly. This control flow requires all offloaders to be
capable of working with the central server and to then handle the communication with the
background worker directly, as opposed to being able to treat the harvester framework as a
black box, as they can with Condor. However, this is done out of necessity, since we expect
that the background worker systems will be volatile: the time savings from removing that extra
layer of abstraction Condor provides could be the difference between successful offloading of a
task to a VCL node and a failure when the user preempts the background task.

Failure handling is tricky when working with such volatile nodes. VCL does not provide
shutdown operation sensors or a mechanism that can be used to force the virtual workstation
to wait until a migration operation has completed before shutting down. If the image is sud-
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denly shut down, there will be little to no time to react and migrate the current state of the
background task to another background worker. When the task is preempted by the user’s
processes, migrating the processes off of the machine will almost certainly cause a noticeable
system slowdown, which is unacceptable. The only viable options in such a case are to put the
background task to sleep temporarily and wait for the user’s intensive processes to complete, or
to simply kill the background task and expect the offloader to handle the failure. Through most
of the design, development, and testing of the BGH harvesting framework, the background tasks
were simply killed. Naively putting the background task to sleep and attempting to wait out
the user’s processes can cause performance issues for the offloader: a background task failure
may be inevitable if the user’s resource-intensive processes are going to be long-lived. In this
case, the offloader would have been better off if the task were simply killed, because it could
have then reacted to the task failure and begun recovery more quickly. Because migration is
too expensive, we avoided the problem of migrating tasks and left it as a future enhancement
to the system. To intelligently choose whether or not to sleep in the case of a preemption, we
need some way to predict whether or not the current spike in user resource usage is going to
be short-lived or long-lived and whether or not the current task is close enough to completion
to warrant saving its current results.

Such predictions in the BGH framework are driven by resource-awareness in the form of: 1)
profiles describing the historical resource utilization of the image the current virtual workstation
is loaded from and 2) profiles describing the resource needs of the task that has been offloaded.
The image profiles were built by Ben Clay, a fellow researcher also working under the supervision
of my advisor, Dr. Xiaosong Ma. He gathered system resource histories for many of the more
popular VCL images and, from them, extracted patterns about the images describing the rate
of bursts of high user resource utilization, the typical length of these bursts, and the typical
time available between them when background tasks may safely be run. The task profiles were
built from analysis of the early test runs. When paired with the background worker’s currently
available resource levels, an estimate of the runtime for the task can be generated. When the
expected runtime is combined with the expected burst length, a more informed decision may
be made on whether to kill the background task or to temporarily put it to sleep. Resource-
awareness based on current resource availability levels, historical data about the virtual images’
resource availability, and the requirements of the workloads being run proved to be critical
towards obtaining performance improvements using the BGH framework.

3.3.2 Monitoring Daemon

The core of the BGH harvesting framework is the monitoring daemon. It is responsible for
determining whether or not VCL session background tasks would be noticeable by the active
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user, for constantly updating potential offloaders on its currently available resources, and for
accepting tasks from offloaders and running them as discreetly as is possible. It must fulfill
all of these duties while simultaneously ensuring that it does not contribute much to the to-
tal workstation resource usage so that background tasks may be run without the active user
noticing. To ensure that it is lightweight, the original monitoring daemon was written in C as a
native application to remove the need for dependencies such as a Java Runtime Environment.
Using C also allowed for tight control of the daemon’s memory and CPU usage.

The original prototype monitoring daemon was written in Linux for ease of development. An
open-source resource measuring application, mpstat [32], provided a foundation for the daemon
that allowed the prototype to be implemented quickly. After the prototype Linux daemon
and pool server were completed, work on the Windows port of the monitoring daemon was
started by my co-researcher, Ben Clay, in parallel with the tuning of the Hadoop and fasta35

modifications. These modifications will be discussed in the following sections. During this time,
the Linux prototype daemon was used extensively in tests designed to confirm the correctness
and efficiency of the Hadoop modifications. While the majority of virtual workstations will run
Windows and it is therefore the more important version of the daemon, this paper primarily
focuses on the tunings and Hadoop modifications tested with the Linux daemon and only
provides preliminary results obtained from tests using Windows background workers running a
simulated load.

The daemon constantly runs a monitoring thread responsible for gathering the level of free
resources on the system, and communicating that level of resource to the pool server if it is
great enough to allow for background tasks to be run. The initial prototype monitoring daemon
was implemented in Linux. The open-source sysstat package’s mpstat program was tweaked
for our needs. mpstat is a command line program designed to wake up once a second and report
CPU utilization metrics through its standard output. The mpstat libraries were pulled from
the rest of the package source code and used as the foundation of our Linux monitoring daemon.
To augment mpstat’s CPU utilization metrics, memory statistics were gathered using the Linux
/proc file system and spliced into a common data structure with the CPU statistics. An array
of these data structures was created to store thirty seconds worth of data so that resource
utilizations for the previous one second, ten seconds, fifteen seconds, and thirty seconds could
be obtained and used to obtain a snapshot of the appliance’s recent resource utilization.

Thirty seconds was chosen as the snapshot time with the expectation that the virtual sessions
will not remain available for more than a few minutes between bursts of user activity preempting
background tasks. While this appears to have been a reasonably good choice based on initial
image resource profiling and in early test runs, further research is needed into typical user
session resource usage patterns on VCL to know for sure whether or not this is an acceptable
snapshot for our usage. However, such research is beyond the scope of this thesis project.
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A more significant limitation of the resource monitor is that it does not obtain network
I/O usage for this snapshot. Since the process of sending background task data to the daemon
may be network intensive, a scenario where the user has set up a file transfer and left the
virtual session while it runs could cause us problems. If network I/O were being considered
as one of our resource utilization metrics, the file transfer that would be competing with our
task data for bandwidth would be noted and the image would be marked unavailable. For this
research, we are assuming that such a situation will not arise and we have avoided it when
conducting our experiments. Adding support for network I/O measurements will be one of the
first enhancements to this project as we continue to build it into the fully-functional system
described in the introduction.

CUR_FREE_CPU >= 10%
10_SEC_FREE_CPU >= 30%
30_SEC_FREE_CPU >= 50%
FREE_MEM >= 256M

Figure 3.3: Sample BGH monitor policy

The free CPU and memory snapshot is used to determine whether or not the virtual system
should be made available to offloading processes. Again inspired by Condor, a simple policy
file containing a set of key-value criteria separated by simple comparison operators is used to
configure the criteria that must be met in order for the monitoring daemon to report itself as
available for background work. The user may specify the requirements for any combination of
the currently free CPU, ten, fifteen, and thirty second free CPU averages and the free memory.
If the user so desires, he can even specify that the image not be made available if it exceeds a
given resource availability level. This simple profile is read when the monitoring daemon starts.
Every time the monitoring daemon pulls in more resource, it compares the available resource
to the user-specified policy and decides whether or not the image should be made available.
Through this mechanism, different VCL images may be configured to have different availability
policies. For example, a Microsoft Word image may be configured to make itself available when
less resource is free than an AutoCAD image does with the expectation that the Word image
is far less likely to be highly utilized.

The monitoring thread runs a simple state machine based on the current resource availability
level and the status of a connection to the offloader. As shown in Figure 3.4, the daemon
starts in UNAVAILABLE state. It will always be in this state when the level of available
system resource violates the user-specified policy. If the user-specified policy is met, the state
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Figure 3.4: BGH Monitoring Daemon States

transitions to UNCONNECTED until the daemon is able to make contact with the pool server with
a UDP packet and register itself, at which point it becomes AVAILABLE. If an offloader then
requests the image, it moves to REQUESTED, opens a TCP socket, and waits for a connection from
the offloader. If, at any time, the policy is violated, the state will return to UNAVAILABLE, and
any running background tasks will either be put to sleep or killed. At this point, the sleeping
mechanism is not implemented, so the background tasks are always killed in the case of a
preemption. When the sleep capability is implemented, the daemon will store the background
task and socket information when moving back to UNAVAILABLE state after a preemption. Once
the system becomes available again, the background task will be restored and the state will
move directly back to REQUESTED.

The background task server thread is responsible for accepting a connection from an of-
floader, starting the requested background process, and then acting as a proxy that streams
data back and forth between the background task and the offloader. When spawned by the
monitoring thread, it waits for the offloader to connect using a TCP socket. TCP is used in
this case instead of UDP because the risk of data loss and the possibility that a background
worker continues working on a task sent by a failed offloader are unacceptable risks that would
arise if UDP were used. In the initial handshake, the offloader provides the task command to
be run in the background (including executable name and its parameters), the size of the input
data that will be provided, and the expected task runtime. In response, the task server sends
the expected availability time before the next user resource-utilization burst to the offloader to
complete the handshake.

After the handshake, the task server forks off a process that will run the executable and con-
nects the new process’s standard input and standard output file descriptors to its own standard
output and standard input file descriptors, respectively. At this point in the development of
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BGH, the offloader must know that the requested executable is available on the virtual system
ahead of time. This is a reasonable assumption because the savings in redundant transfer times
and in avoiding the need for the resulting extra network I/O requirements would be well worth
the small expense of embedding the executables in VCL images. Eventually, a security mecha-
nism will need to be implemented to protect these embedded executables and their connection
to the monitoring daemon, but that is outside the scope of this preliminary research. Once
the background task has been started, the task server thread goes into a select() loop where it
asynchronously pipes data coming from the offloader into the background task and vice-versa.

The task server expects two distinct types of data from the offloader: input data and target
data. Typically the target data will be a database or piece of data that is being compared
against the input data. If the executable does not compare two sets of data against each other,
the offloader will only provide target data. For most applications, we expect that input data
will remain static through various background task runs and the target data will change with
every run. For the purposes of running biological sequence alignment algorithms, the biological
sequence database is the target data and the query sequences that are being compared against
the well-known sequences documented in the sequence database are the input data. In a typical
FASTA run, the total size of the query sequences will be greatly dominated by the size of
the target data. When decomposing the query sequences and target database for a parallel
environment, we split the target database into pieces and spread the pieces around to the
workers. Because the size of the total set of query sequences is relatively very small, the full set
of query sequences are streamed to each of the workers to ensure that each query sequence is
compared with each database sequence. In the future, we will consider partitioning the query
sequences as well, but for this initial research we assume that query sequences are no more than
10 kB in size and, therefore, trivial to send across the network.

To handle this situation efficiently, we implemented caching of the input data on the virtual
systems. During the offloader-monitoring daemon handshake, the offloader passes the input
data size to the daemon. The daemon will then allocate enough memory to store the input
data. During the server task work loop, the input data is received from the offloader, followed
by a separator token and the target data. The target data is only stored by the monitoring
thread long enough to pass it on to the background task and then is discarded. The input data
will be maintained between runs until an offloader specifies that the daemon should expect the
input data to be renewed.

The data piping work loop itself is fully asynchronous and designed to use as little memory
as it safely can. It allocates buffers to temporarily store messages received from the offloader
and results received from the background task and immediately pushes them to the respective
recipient. In the case where one of the buffers fills, it simply waits for the respective buffer
reader to free up before accepting any more data from the writer process that has overwhelmed
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it. In our tests, the buffers were allocated to be 64 kB and were never filled with more than 1
kB. We would consider lowering this default buffer size, but more tests on various systems are
needed before we decided to remove the safety available with the larger buffer.

After the initial handshake, the connection between the daemon and the offloader has no
set protocol. Input and target data is passed from the offloader to the daemon, and results
are passed back from the daemon to the offloader. There are only two control situations
where one communicating entity cannot inform the other of the state of its messages by simply
disconnecting: 1) when the offloader has finished sending input data and is beginning to send
target data, and 2) when the end of the results has been reached. To denote the point where
the input data ends and the target data begins, the offloader sends a special text marker that is
very unlikely to occur in the input or target data. The daemon then checks each message start
and end for a match with the marker. When the offloader has finished sending target data, it
simply closes its outbound TCP connection to let the daemon know it has finished. When the
daemon finishes sending results, it cannot simply close its outbound connection, because the
offloader will not know if the task has died prematurely or if the full set of results has been
received. To handle this situation, a special end-of-file marker is passed back to the offloader
before the connection is closed.

For the prototype version of the daemon, the communication between the offloader, daemon,
and background task were all purely sequential; all of the input and target data had to be
received and stored in memory before the daemon would spawn the background task and pass
the data to it. This design obviously caused significant performance issues and had to be
abandoned in order to obtain acceptable performance from the monitoring daemon which made
offloading worthwhile. In its current, fully-asynchronous form, the network transfer time is
well-balanced with the computation time for FASTA. Since the background task can begin
working on data as it is received, it typically only runs for a second or two longer after the end
of the data is received.

3.3.3 Pool Server

The pool server provides offloaders with a view of the available, under-utilized virtual worksta-
tions and allows offloaders to reserve a set of the virtual workstations for their own use. Before
it can perform these services, though, it must provide a mechanism for the monitoring daemons
running on those virtual systems to join and leave the pool of available virtual systems. The
pool server must run on a well-known port so that the monitoring daemon knows where to
connect as soon as it starts up. To hold with the design strategy of keeping all parts of the
harvesting framework as lightweight as possible, UDP sockets were used for the communication
between the monitoring daemons and the pool server. UDP is reasonable for this application
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because the monitoring daemon is simply trying to signal the pool server that it is now available
or has become unavailable and, likewise, the pool server simply needs to inform the monitoring
daemon that an offloader has requested its use. These messages can all be written as very small,
simple codes. If any of these messages were to be missed by the targeted recipient, the worst
case is that an offloader may miss out on a chance to offload work to an available background
worker, which is tolerable as long as it does not happen very frequently. Since we expect the
pool server to be located on the same network as the background workers it is very unlikely
that this situation will arise frequently. In practice, such a problem has rarely been seen and
subsequent message tries following a dropped message have always been successful.

The protocol between the monitoring daemon and the pool server is very simple. There
are six basic messages passed back and forth between the daemon and pool server: success,
failure, join pool, update stats, leave pool, and requested. The daemon sends join

pool, update stats, and leave pool messages and expects success or failure, in return.
When the daemon first connects, it provides its current resource availability statistics, which
the pool server uses to sort the available background workers in descending order of resource
availability. After an daemon joins the pool, the pool server expects it to update its system’s
current resource availability every second. This basic heartbeat mechanism is used to detect
dead background workers in the absence of a TCP connection. When the pool server inspects
its list of background workers for workers matching the offloader’s request, it inspects each
worker’s timestamp against the current time and removes any stale workers from the pool.
Normally, the pool server expects background workers to provide a leave pool message when
they become unavailable.

The connection between the pool server and the offloader is slightly more complex. In this
case, the use of TCP sockets is desirable because the process of reserving background workers
needs to be transactional. The offloader will send a set of minimum background worker resource
availability criteria, the number of background workers it wants, and the minimum number of
workers it needs in order for the transaction to be successful. Each background worker may
only be assigned to one offloader. This restriction is obvious for reasons previously outlined:
we do not expect the background workers to be highly available and only one background task
should be run at a time so that the user does not notice a drop in the resources available to
them. If multiple offloader requests are received by the pool server at once and the requests are
not handled as discrete transactions, contention for background workers arises. The pool server
also needs to know that the offloader has received its response containing the list of background
workers it has reserved. If such a communication fails, the set of background workers would be
in limbo until they timeout waiting for the offloader to connect and rejoin the pool. Both of
these situations are unacceptable, so the pool server only serves one offloader TCP connection
transaction at a time.
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The pool server maintains the list of available images in descending sorted order of resource
availabilty, so that the background workers that have the most capacity for running background
tasks are the first to be checked when an offloader submits a request. This allows for slightly
faster worker searches after a request is received: if an offloader requests a minimum ten back-
ground workers and the first ten do not all meet the offloader’s requirements, there is no need to
search the rest of the images. It also ensures that the most available images will be selected for
use. This is especially important since images may not be available for long. Instead of taking
a chance on supplying less available workers while more available workers sit idle, we ensure
that the workers with the most to give will be optimally utilized. After the pool server has
found a set of background workers that meet the offloader’s needs, each of the workers being
provided to the offloader is notified that it has been requested and is removed from the pool.

3.4 Hadoop modifications

Many design decisions and assumptions had to be made in order to fit partially-available back-
ground virtual image sessions into a Hadoop cluster. Hadoop is strictly designed to work with
dedicated nodes that work together to run homogeneous, pre-configured Java processes and to
work on data which is spread across the dedicated nodes. To make matters worse, Hadoop
balances the load on its clusters’ worker nodes by assigning workers homogeneously-sized pieces
of work instead of sizing their pieces of work based on their processing capabilities. The back-
ground workers will likely be too volatile to even properly assess their own capabilities: the
user suddenly shutting down their session will disrupt even a perfect estimate of the work that
could have been accomplished had the session remained as it was. Instead of having the back-
ground workers purely pull work from Hadoop, we will need to develop a hybrid solution which
will allow the background workers to suggest how much work they are capable of, but then
make Hadoop responsible for determining how much risk it is willing to take by assigning a
given piece of work to the background worker. Augmenting Hadoop with these volatile, only
partially-available VCL nodes which will not have the workload data available locally ahead of
time proved to be quite a challenge.

Hadoop required significant modifications to allow it to effectively offload work to the
aggressively-harvested systems provided by the BGH pool server. Hadoop is designed to run
quick operations against massive amounts of data on a homogeneous cluster of machines. It has
been demonstrated that Hadoop makes poor load-balancing decisions when its tasks are long-
lived and when the underlying physical hardware running the tasks are heterogeneous [14]. Our
workload and underlying physical systems will push both of those limitations to their extremes.
As previously explained, we hypothesize that our BGH system will require algorithms with
a very high computation : input data ratio in order to show a speedup of Hadoop tasks.
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Even if the dedicated Hadoop cluster that we’re augmenting is built on top of homogeneous
physical hardware, the volatile, partially-available nodes we are adding will certainly break the
cluster’s homogeneity.

We propose a set of Hadoop design modifications and extensions that will allow us to
dynamically augment Hadoop’s dedicated cluster nodes with partially available VCL nodes
to obtain a performance gain. Forcing Hadoop to effectively make use of a set of workers
nodes with characteristics that were not anticipated by its original designers required that we
ignore some Hadoop conventions, but we attempted to follow the principle design requirements
of MapReduce and Hadoop where possible. We were required to remediate the differences
between the MapReduce and Hadoop principles of 1) moving computation to local data and
of 2) balancing workload by having workers pull work from the overall job as they become
available versus our requirements of a) moving computation to background nodes that are
unlikely to have the workload data locally available and of b) needing to push work out to
those available background workers. While designing modifications for those differences we
ensured that the Hadoop component of the BGH system also gracefully handles background
worker and dedicated Hadoop node failures and that a speedup may be obtained in the target
workload execution time.

3.4.1 ScatterMap

Efficiently and safely getting workload data to the background workers was the most difficult
problem requiring a solution during the development of the BGH system. The key MapReduce
principle of moving computation to data was violated by streaming the workload data to the
background workers. To overcome the cost of streaming data away from the local node, an
intensive algorithm needed to be applied to the workload remotely in order for a performance
gain to be shown through the use of background workers. If the workload is cheap locally, it
will be difficult to overcome the communication cost of streaming the data. The relatively high
probability of failures on the background workers due to their inherent volatility required that
a good fail-safe mechanism be built so that background worker failures would be minimally
expensive. These problems to the design of the ScatterMap.

The ScatterMap is the core of the Hadoop enhancements needed to allow for its use of
background workers. In order to minimize the effects of a background worker failure, and to
ensure that the data being streamed to the background workers is read locally into memory
before being sent, the entity sending the data to the background worker must be close to
the data. MapReduce and, in turn, Hadoop are designed to place computation close to its
target data. Hadoop MapTasks encapsulate the required computation and Hadoop InputSplits
encapsulate the target data partitions. Each MapTask is assigned an InputSplit and, when
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Figure 3.5: ScatterMap as BGH Offloader

possible, is placed on a node that has the InputSplit’s data available locally. Because these
MapTasks are nearly guaranteed to have the database information available locally, they are
an attractive entity to further spread work out to background workers. Because background
workers are only partially available, we can safely assume that they will provide less processing
power than the dedicated Hadoop nodes. The process of a MapTask reading data from disk
and passing it to one or more background workers will make heavy use of the local disk and of
the dedicated Hadoop node’s network I/O, but lightly use its CPU time.

We designed a specialized Map, ScatterMap, that will attempt to read data from disk and
scatter it out to a set of background workers while also gather ing results from those background
workers and processing data itself as it normally would. ScatterMaps’ overlapping of their own
computation with the simultaneous scattering and gathering of background tasks optimizes the
resource utilization of the ScatterMap nodes while also making effective use of their background
workers. While this ScatterMap does break the MapReduce principle of moving computation
to locally available data, it minimizes the effects of doing so by ensuring that the data is at
least read from a local source before being scattered.

ScatterMap also provides for simple failure handling, safety, and performance guarantees. If
a background worker fails to complete its task, ScatterMap can simply run the same task locally
without any other failure mechanism needing to be invoked. By aggregating the background
workers results locally on the ScatterMap node as they complete each task, ScatterMap also
provides result safety in the case where a background worker shuts down before a reducer can
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(c) Results (d) Pull more work

Figure 3.6: Basic ScatterMap Operation
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retrieve its results. Finally, by overlapping computation and communication and by having a
local copy of the data, ScatterMap may prevent slow background workers from greatly degrading
its total runtime by speculatively executing tasks being run by slow background workers. If a
background worker appears to be straggling and the ScatterMap has no other work that can be
completed locally, it can begin processing the straggler’s workload itself and possibly complete
the work first and stop the straggler.

When a Hadoop job is started, the Hadoop JobTracker splits the target workload data
into one InputSplit per MapTask. These single InputSplits are the workload partitions the
ScatterMap will need to split into pieces to be divided among the ScatterMap’s background
workers and itself. Typically, InputSplits are based on files: each InputSplit defines a starting
location within the file and the length of the split. We limit our Hadoop extension’s capabilities
so that it only works with these file-based InputSplits for now and use their simple design to
create a set of subsplits from each InputSplit. We modified the Hadoop JobTracker to simply
split each InputSplit into further subsplits at start time. These pieces are then provided to
MapTasks as a part of the overall InputSplit for dividing amongst the background workers and
itself. If the ScatterMap does not have background workers available, it will revert to a normal
MapTask and simply work on the overall InputSplit itself. The process of splitting up and
concatenating these input splits also drives our dynamic load granularity mechanisms.

Because the number of background workers available in the pool is unknown at any given
time, there is no way to guarantee that each MapTask in the BGH system will have background
workers available to create a ScatterMap. The responsibility for deciding whether or not to
create a ScatterMap for each task is left up to the Hadoop JobTracker. When a worker requests
a new task, the JobTracker inspects the pool server to see if enough background workers are
available to warrant the creation of a ScatterMap. If not, it simply creates a normal MapTask.
At any time, there may be multiple ScatterMaps and regular MapTasks running at the same
time. The probable difference in the time it takes ScatterMaps and regular MapTasks to process
their workload is the basis of our dynamic load granularity mechanism and is discussed in detail
in the results section.

3.4.2 Resource-aware Dynamic Load Granularity and Speculative Execution

While the ScatterMap provides the key mechanism that allows Hadoop to effectively make use of
background workers, the resource-awareness and the the intelligent load balancing mechanisms
it enables are necessary to ensure that offloading work to partially-available background workers
will provide a performance boost. By measuring background worker and dedicated Hadoop node
performance during Hadoop runtime, and building historical task profiles from that data which
are used to initialize our load balancing mechanisms, we were able to optimize the division of
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work between local nodes and the more volatile background workers. Using these profiles, we
were able to prevent situations where the background workers would either be assigned too much
work and drag down job performance or where they would be assigned too little work and their
full potential would be wasted. While our intelligent load balancing and speculative execution
mechanisms are critical to ensure the performance of our specialized BGH system and the use
of volatile background workers in general, they may also be used to improve the performance of
homogeneous clusters. Varying system conditions may cause certain cluster members to perform
more effectively than others on any cluster and giving the strongest workers in a parallel system
the most work will typically improve performance.

Hadoop uses a load-balancing scheme where workers with availability “pull” subtasks from
the central Hadoop JobTracker instead of using a strictly scheduled load-balancing scheme
where worker nodes are evaluated and work is “pushed” to them, which would better fit a
greatly heterogeneous set of worker machines. The most significant modifications we made
involved forcing Hadoop to use a new, hybrid method where workers pull work from Hadoop
as they’re available but, as workers request work, the Hadoop Jobtracker evaluates their level
of processing capability and assigns each worker a varying amount of work to complete. By
giving the less powerful workers less data to work on, we can still make use of their computation
power while ensuring that they do not become a performance bottleneck as the more powerful
workers sit idle waiting for them to complete their assignment.

In order for Hadoop to gauge the processing power of the underlying workers and make
intelligent, resource-aware load balancing and speculative execution decisions, we had to provide
it with some information about the workers. This information is initially provided to Hadoop
in the form of the aforementioned Task Profile and estimated throughput for dedicated Hadoop
worker nodes and aggressively-harvested virtual workstations. Upon connection to the pool
server and reservation of a group of background workers, the background workers’ expected
throughput capability can be estimated by fitting the task profile’s listed historical availability
and hardware statistics to the background worker’s current level of availability for its given
hardware. For example, if the task profile measurements were recorded on a fully available
machine with two 3 GHz processor cores and the background worker is only 60% available and
only has 1 3GHz processor core, the expected throughput for that background worker would
be approximately 30% of the measured value in the task profile. As the system runs, the
ScatterMaps measure the actual throughput provided by given background workers, maintain
the average measured throughput for each, and use this measured value to rebalance the load.
At the end of the job, the user may then check the logs to see recommendations for updates to
the task profile based on newly measured average throughput values.

Hadoop performs its load-balancing at the global job level through its JobTracker class.
While the default load-balancing mechanism is somewhat effective in balancing work because
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stronger workers will typically request more InputSplits, strong workers are penalized because
the process of requesting work from the JobTracker is not free: communication time and data
structure manipulation are required to obtain each new InputSplit and the Hadoop worker must
sit idle while it waits for a new InputSplit assignment. A more effective work-pulling mechanism
would allow strong workers to request more work at once than weak ones. Optimally, the strong
workers would request enough work so that they complete their workload in the same amount
of time as the weaker workers take so that neither would have to sit idle waiting for the other to
finish. This is the concept that we used to motivate our load balancing mechanisms. Because
ScatterMaps have multiple machines available to process their workload, we expect that the
system performance will be improved if ScatterMaps are provided more work than regular
MapTasks. We therefore provide stronger workers, like ScatterMaps, with multiple file-based
InputSplits to balance the overall workload.

When Hadoop compute nodes are not homogeneous, the default Hadoop speculative ex-
ecution engine is well-known to have problems making good decisions about which tasks are
straggling and need attention. Since our heterogeneous workers and their workload are likely to
stress these weaknesses of Hadoop, improvements were needed to allow it to properly inspect
ScatterMaps and make decisions as to whether or not they needed to be speculatively executed
against or killed. Normally, Hadoop compares the execution time of all tasks against each other
and marks tasks as stragglers if they are not completing their tasks within a given percentage
of the average execution time. When assigning a set of InputSplits to a worker, we calculate
the worker’s expected runtime based on its expected and measured throughput. While this
expected runtime is typically a good guess, there is the possibility that the runtime will vary
drastically if background workers disappear and cause a great number of failures on the Scat-
terMap. Because the workload being run by ScatterMap is very intensive, background worker
failures or background workers being occupied may create a situation where the ScatterMap
has completed a great deal of its work, and will finish in a reasonable amount of time, but is
still straggling when compared to its peers. Fully analyzing the situation and attempting to
extract partial results from the ScatterMap in this case will require more research and time than
was available. For now, we mark ScatterMaps as being unavailable for speculative execution by
other tasks to prevent the case where a slower MapTask would attempt to speculatively execute
the large workload sent to a ScatterMap. We compare the ScatterMap’s current execution time
against its expected execution time, instead of against its task progress with respect to its peers’
progress to better gauge how far behind it is. If it exceeds the expected time by a configurable
factor, the task will simply be killed and split back up into single input splits for execution by
other ScatterMaps or MapTasks.

The same concept of resource-aware idle time minimization used to dynamically balance the
load at the global JobTracker level is applied to individual ScatterMaps. ScatterMaps allow
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background workers and the local MapTask’s MapRunner to pull subsplits as they become
available for more work, but this naive mechanism again allows for the possibility of strong
workers sitting idle while slower workers struggle to finish their equal-sized tasks. The relative
strength of background workers is assessed based on their reported availability statistics and
their hardware resources when compared to the task profile. The number of subsplits per
InputSplit, or number of subtasks available to background workers, is left as a configurable
option. We expect that users will split the InputSplits at least on the order of ten times the
number of background workers needed to create a ScatterMap, to allow for finely-granular load
balancing.

Speculative execution at the ScatterMap level works much the same as it does at the Job-
Tracker level: if a background worker is greatly exceeding its expected runtime, its assigned
work will be broken back up into subsplits and made available for other workers. Typically,
a background worker greatly exceeding its allotted runtime will be noticed towards the end of
the overall expected ScatterMap runtime. Therefore, the failed subsplits will typically be run
locally by the MapRunner to avoid any possibility of further task failures. As background work-
ers fail to complete tasks, the failures are noted. The failing background workers are blacklisted
if they fail multiple tasks. This tracking of failures follows the background workers as they are
used by a ScatterMap, released, and picked up by new ScatterMaps so that poor background
workers do not continue to be used and bring down multiple ScatterMaps’ performance.

3.5 Target Workload

Biological local sequence alignment algorithms are a popular subset of embarassingly parallel
algorithms. Because they may take a very long time to run, speedup of these algorithms is a
popular research topic. FASTA is a biological local sequence alignment algorithm that allows for
simple configuration of its computation : input data ratio. The ability to easily control its
algorithmic intensity made FASTA a very attractive choice as a workload for our initial research
towards the BGH system. While we hypothesize that the computation : input data ratio
must be high for us to achieve good results, it otherwise would have been difficult to prove our
hypothesis without porting many target workloads to the BGH system and performing intensive
comparisons between the workloads to show the differences in their runtime characteristics. By
using FASTA as the target workload, we were able to research the effects of the computation

: input data ratio on the performance of the BGH system by porting and analyzing a single
application.

The FASTA algorithm allows for the intensity of the biological sequence search to be con-
trolled by altering the size of the words, or tuples, that the query sequences and database
sequences are split into for comparison. Since FASTA cannot see matches smaller than the
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tuple size, the smaller the word becomes, the more intensive the search becomes. Making
the tuple size smaller therefore increases the search time for the sequences, but may produce
matches that would not have been found with a larger tuple size.

An open source package containing several varying implementations of the FASTA algo-
rithm is available through the University of Virginia FASTA server page [10]. The fasta35

program provided in the package is the standard implementation of the FASTA algorithm.
While fasta35 provides the ability to run protein searches as well as nucleotide searches, we
chose to only run nucleotide searches for simplicity and consistency. Its ktup parameter allows
for nucleotide sequences to be compared with tuple sizes between two and six as opposed to
one to three for protein sequences, so nucleotide searches provided a broader range of algorithm
intensity settings for our research.

For the purposes of this project, we are not concerned with fasta35’s output format as
long as we can use the output to verify that we are getting the same output results from our
system as fasta35 running on a single processor would produce. fasta35’s typical output is
a series of records describing high-scoring aligned sequence pairs. Each fasta35 output record
will contain part of the header information of the high-scoring pair’s database sequence, as well
as a raw, bit score for the high-scoring pair and, the most important part of the output, the
expectation value. The expectation value, or e-value, measures the statistical improbability
of the high-scoring pair, or the “un-likelihood” that the high-scoring pair would have occured
at random. The smaller the e-value is, the more likely the high-scoring pair is important. In
addition to these simple output records, fasta35 provides the ability to view the alignments
the output records describe. Because we are currently only concerned with the correctness of
the system, the output of sfasta35 will only consist of the bit-score, the e-value, and basic
header information about the sequence.

3.5.1 fasta35 on Hadoop

While FASTA and other biological local sequence alignment algorithms are embarrassingly
parallel and, therefore, should work well with the MapReduce framework, some work is needed
to convert them into mapper and reducer functions that will perform well. In its simplest form,
MapReduce runs in three steps: the mapper function is run against all of the target data, the
key-value pair output of the mapper is sorted and grouped by key, and the reducer function
is called against each of the key groups. The most trivial way to convert any embarrassingly
parallel algorithm to work with Hadoop is to run through the entire algorithm in the mapper
function and then have the reducer simply output the results the mapper produces in a sorted
order. This is the approach that we and others [17] have taken when trying to port BLAST-like
algorithms to Hadoop.
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Both BLAST and FASTA are difficult to split into mapper and reducer functions in any
way other than simply running them each as a mapper with a trivial reducer. Both algorithms
require two sequences and a scoring matrix as input and attempt to find the highest scoring
sequence pairs between the sequences using a dynamic-programming local search. At no point
within the local search do the results need to be grouped and sorted, so there isn’t an obvious
place to split the algorithm into a mapper and a reducer step. However, once the high-scoring
pairs have been generated, the programs do need to sort the results and filter all but the very
highest-scoring pairs. By having the mapper run through the entire local search, relying on
Hadoop for the subsequent result sorting, and then having our reducer filter out all but the
top x results, we can remove the sorting step from our target biological local sequence search
algorithm. However, the savings of avoiding this sort are minimal. These algorithms do not
keep results with a score below a default or user-provided e-value as they are running local
searches, so it is unlikely that a great number of scores will be sorted and then filtered out
by the program anyway. This is especially true when the programs are parallelized as they
are working with much smaller numbers of sequences at a time and are therefore less likely
to have a great number of results to report. Further research into this problem is needed to
port these algorithms more effectively to the MapReduce framework. Even without an optimal
FASTA port, we were able to obtain a performance increase by simply running the fasta35

program as our mapper and then outputting the results in sorted order with our single reducer.
Having only one reducer running also allowed us to quickly inspect a single reducer output
file to ensure correctness of results between runs, but may cause a slowdown in the Hadoop
workload’s execution once the mappers have completed their work if the lone reducer has a
great number of result to process.

The fasta35 program did require a few changes to run effectively both as a Hadoop workload
and within the BGH system. We used the Hadoop Streaming capability to have Hadoop run
fasta35 directly as a mapper executable. Hadoop Streaming is designed to allow existing native
code to be used as a Hadoop mapper or reducer, without the need to port the native code to
Java as a class extending Hadoop’s Map or Reduce class. Hadoop Streaming passes input data
to its map process through the map process’s standard input and expects the map process to
return all results from its standard output, which is the same I/O mechanism used with the
BGH monitoring daemon. With proper design, this allowed us to use our fasta35 variant for
both the Hadoop jobs running on Hadoop nodes as well as on the background worker machines.
Similarly designed processes may be easily used with both the Hadoop and background worker
runtime environments of the BGH system.

To decompose input data, Hadoop simply takes the set of input files that are provided and
splits them up so that there is one input split per mapper task by default. When splitting up
the target files, it does not provide any mechanism for specifying where the beginning of records
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>gi|10726333|gb|AE003845.2|AE003845 Drosophila melanogaster genomic scaffold 142000013385266 section 1 of 3, complete sequence

CTGGAAGTTCCATGTAACTACAACCTTCGCCTGATATTCATGTGTATTAATCTCGTAGAAATATGGTGTTTTTTCGCAAA

CTACAATTTTATTTGACTCAACGTGAGCAGGGAGTAGCATCTGAGCAGCTTCAATATGTATTGTACATAAAAAACCAGCA

TGTGCGCTCTTGGGTTTTGGTAAATTTTCAATCTCTAGCCGAATTTCTATTGGCACTCTTACGGGTAGAAGTATTTCCGG

ACGATTTTTTTTTAAGTGGGGGCAGTGACCAACAGTACTTACAGCATTTTCTATGTTACGGCATTGCAAAGACTTGTGAA

CGCACTTATTATCAAAAATACACCAGTTGCAACCCCAGGAACTTTGTAGACACTCCTGGCAATTTCCATGATGTGAGCAG

TCAAAAAAAGCAAAATTCCTTGATACAAAATCCTTATTTGTCTCCGAACTTCTTACTGACAATGGCACCAAAATATGATC

AGTGTTTGTTGGTATTAATGGTCTTTCATCTAATGGGGGAGTAGCACATCCGAGTCCGTTTTCCAGAATTTCGGCATCAA

TGGGGGTGGAATTTCCAAAAACACATCGGTATTTTGCATTAAAAGGTTCGGGCAAAGTTCGAATTATTAAATGCAGGTGC

GATAATTCAGAAATTGGTATTTTCTCTGGGATAATAGATTCAAATTCTATGCATTGCTGTCCACTACCTAATGAAAGCCA

Figure 3.7: Snippet of FASTA-formatted drosoph.nt nucleotide database

occur other than newlines. This is problematic when splitting up FASTA formatted databases,
because the number of newlines contained within a given biological sequence is unknown. The
FASTA format is shown above: it consists of a single header line, starting with a right angle-
bracket and followed by a set of pipe-separated fields identifying the sequence, and then an
indeterminate number of lines containing the sequence itself. White space and newlines are
allowed within the sequence lines. The sequence ends at either the next line starting with right
angle-bracket or at the end of the file. It is difficult to configure Hadoop to properly split up
such a file into evenly sized partitions. The more common solution [16] is to convert FASTA
files into a Hadoop SequenceFile, which consists of a set of key-value records. It is intuitive to
then specify the sequence headers as the record keys and the remainder of the sequence as the
record value.

A simple java program was developed using the Hadoop SequenceFile.Writer class to perform
the conversion between FASTA sequence databases, which are available from sites such as The
NCBI FTP site [18], and SequenceFiles. As part of the conversion to a SequenceFile, Hadoop
compresses the data stored in the records and, at runtime, provides a special reader that will
quickly read the compressed data from the SequenceFile and convert it into Hadoop mappers’
expected key-value input. Hadoop also provides a set of classes that will convert SequenceFile
contents to a number of formats at runtime for the purposes of Hadoop streaming. Hadoop
Streaming allows control of the input format to be used for mapper tasks through an input
parameter as shown in the sample Hadoop Streaming job command below.

bin/hadoop jar hadoop-0.20.1-streaming.jar \

-files hdfs://bn17-200.dcs.mcnc.org:54310/theQuery \

-D stream.map.input.field.separator="

" \

-input /est_human.fa \

-output /output \

-mapper "/opt/hadoop-0.20.1/sfasta35 3 -A -E 10 -Z 8300236 -z 3" \

-reducer /bin/cat \

-inputformat SequenceFileAsTextInputFormat

Figure 3.8: Sample command to start Hadoop streaming with sfasta35
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Another potential problem with Hadoop’s data decomposition model is that it does not
allow for a simple way to specify that the contents of one input file, such as a FASTA query
file, should be decomposed so that its contents will be matched with the contents of another
input file, such as a target database, in such a way that will allow us to ensure that all of
the queries sequences are compared against all of the target database sequences. To avoid this
issue, we used the Hadoop Distributed Cache feature to pass the query file to all of the Hadoop
nodes that will be running our modified copy of fasta35. The ’files’ parameter, as shown in
the figure above, allows a file stored in the Hadoop cluster’s HDFS to be specified as a target
to be copied to the local filesystem on each of the Hadoop worker nodes. Once the file is on the
Hadoop worker’s local filesystem, it can be accessed from within the fasta35 program. In the
case shown in the figure above, fasta35 will be able to open the query file named “theQuery”
on the local filesystem and read the query sequences from it.

As described before, we are only expecting simple output records from the fasta35 program,
so there is no need for a complex MapReduce reducer. In order to focus more time on building
the BGH harvesting framework, the modifications needed to Hadoop and fasta35, and then
testing and tuning the BGH system, we decided to use the Unix cat utility as our Hadoop
Streaming reducer. It simply outputs all of the results that it receives, which is sufficient for
testing correctness.

3.5.2 fasta35 on BGH

The BGH monitoring daemon is designed to stream input data to its background task and to
receive results back from the background task’s output stream, which is the same mechanism
Hadoop Streaming uses to interact with its mapper and reducer tasks. After preparing fasta35

for use with Hadoop Streaming, little work was needed to prepare it for use on BGH-harvested
virtual systems. The only part of the fasta35 work flow on Hadoop that did not translate
directly to allow it to be run by BGH monitoring daemons was the reading of the query sequences
from a local file. While it would be possible to pass the query sequence file over to each of
the virtual systems, it is more efficient to provide the query sequences as the BGH monitoring
daemon’s expected input data, which will also allow for the query sequences to be cached
between FASTA subtasks of the same job. To allow the same fasta35 executable to be used
for both Hadoop environments and for BGH virtual system environments, a simple change was
needed to have it read the queries from file when running on Hadoop and from standard input
when running through BGH.
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3.5.3 sfasta35: fasta35 modifications

A new version of fasta35 was needed to support running with streamed data as input and
output in the Hadoop and BGH environments. For this purpose, the sfasta35, or streaming-
fasta35, executable was created. The modifications to the fasta35 code that were needed to
support streaming I/O were simply mixed in with the existing code and surrounded by checks
for our streaming precompiler directive. This pre-compiler directive was only supplied when
building the sfasta35 executable so that the sfasta35 modifications would not cause any
change in standard fasta35 executable behavior.

The fasta35 executable provided some support for reading sequences from standard input
by default, but it was not capable of receiving both the query and the target database sequences
from standard input. The sequence-reading code was modified to expect both the query se-
quences and the target sequences from standard input without prompting the user for any file
names or parameters if a -U option is provided at the program start. If the -U parameter is
not present, sfasta35 expects a parameter containing the query file name to be provided, as is
shown in Figure 3.7 above. When sfasta35 is run on a BGH-harvested virtual system, the -U

parameter is passed in as part of the background task command and the resulting sfasta35

runtime will read the query sequences over standard input.
The remaining modifications between fasta35 and sfasta35 involved suppression of mes-

sages that would normally be output for the user’s attention and a change to the output format.
Hadoop expects mapper output to be in key-value pairs. Biological local sequence alignment
algorithms sort their output by e-value, so the e-value is the intuitive choice for the key in the
mapper output; Hadoop will provide the sorting step to us for free. Unfortunately, the e-value
scoring algorithms fasta35 uses skew the e-values they produce based on the size of the input
database, instead of using a more global scheme for determining the statistical improbability of
the respective high-scoring pair. An input parameter, -Z is made available to set the database
size to be used when calculating e-values, but fasta35 still returns different e-values when
running against the total database than when running against a subset of the total database.

After testing a number of the e-value generation algorithms fasta35 provides, we decided
to use the one based on the Altschul-Gish parameters [19], which will attempt to provide an e-
value without considering factors affected by the size and content of the target database. Using
this algorithm, we were able to obtain results from sfasta35 that were at least internally con-
sistent. The bit-scores that are returned are always consistent between runs with a standalone
fasta35, sfasta35 running on Hadoop, and when running sfasta35 on both Hadoop and as a
background task on BGH virtual systems. However, the e-values() still seem to be off by a con-
stant factor based on the size of the database piece vs the total database size. We attempted to
offset this in sfasta35 by multiplying the e-values that are produced by the database piece size
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divided by the total database size with some success. The e-values are still incorrect because
of rounding errors at times, which may cause a few extra sequences to be returned as part of a
search, but the bit scores are consistent and the most important sequences all appear in results
from any of the three aforementioned ways that we run fasta35 and sfasta35. Because the
bit-score is always consistent, we decided to make it the key for the Hadoop mapper output and
the rest of the important information, such as sequence identifiers and the e-value were placed
in the value field.
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Chapter 4

Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed Backgound Hadoop system, we implemented it
to run on virtual workstations served by the North Carolina State University Virtual Computing
Lab and then tested its correctness and its ability to provide performance gains for applications
offloading work to it. The implementation took a great deal of time to complete due to the
need for small re-designs, inexperience tuning network I/O code within both GNU C and
Java, limitations in available test machine resources, and the time required to research and
then make efficient modifications to Apache Hadoop so that it could offload work to the BGH
system. Once the system was implemented, debugged, and tuned, and, after we were able to find
adequate resources for our test Hadoop cluster, we were able to demonstrate useful performance
gains when running the FASTA algorithm as a Hadoop workload and offloading FASTA sub
tasks to BGH background workers. We demonstrated that the ScatterMap design allows for
Hadoop jobs’ runtimes to only suffer a minimal performance degradation when offloading sub
tasks to BGH background workers, even when the background worker task fail at a high rate.
We also demonstrated that resource-aware dynamic task granularity and speculative execution
mechanisms are critical towards providing a performance gain when offloading subtasks to
volatile background workers.

4.1 Implementation and Correctness Tests

4.1.1 VCL session harvester

We began the BGH system implementation by building the VCL session harvester and ensuring
that it met its basic requirements: 1) using little of the target systems’ resource to properly
assess their ability to service requests for background tasks and 2) providing a mechanism for
applications to discover the available systems, or background workers, connect to them, and
offload tasks to them. Once the harvester was working as expected, we investigated Hadoop
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to determine what we would need to do to extend it to offload subtasks to BGH background
workers. The initial implementation of the VCL session harvester’s monitoring daemons ex-
pected that the full set of input data and target data would be provided to it before it would
begin running the background task. This design would later prove to be a major performance
issue, but was sufficient for the purposes of proving the initial correctness and performance of
the monitoring daemon and the pool server.

A simple Hadoop word-count application was built to contact the pool server, reserve a set
of background workers, and to send them a set of words to simply count and return in the
same manner as the word count mapper described in the Introduction. A simple word-count
executable was built to accept the words from the monitoring daemon over standard input
and to return the key-value pairs to the daemon. The monitoring daemon and executable were
placed on VCL Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 5 images, each with 2 cores, 3 GHz processors
and 4 GB of RAM. A variable load was run on the monitored images using the Playload tool
[31], with its sample inputs tuned to provide around 30% load on the system with brief bursts
of higher resource utilization which would cause the daemon to report itself as unavailable due
to violations of the simple policy shown in Figure 3.3.

The tests run using this setup verified that the monitoring daemon and pool server performed
as expected:

• The monitoring daemon was shown to always respond to system resource change properly.

• Changes to the system policy were properly reflected in the monitoring daemons’ system
availability decisions.

• The expected results were consistently returned by the monitoring daemon to the offload-
ing word-count program.

• The daemon was shown to take less than 1% of the RHEL 5 virtual systems’ available CPU
time and a negligible amount of memory. The total CPU and memory usage were shown
to be well-bounded and did not interfere with the existing workstation when running the
background task: the background workers’ consoles were still properly responsive to new
commands and applications being started while the word count application was running.

• Systems that were forced to suddenly disappear while the pool server thought they were
available were properly detected and removed from the server’s available worker list upon
a subsequent offloader request for a set of background workers.

• The pool server was shown to be very lightweight and highly responsive.

– Monitoring daemon messages were only rarely missed and the subsequent message
after a miss was always received.
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– Offloader requests were served with the expected results within a millisecond, even
when ten or more requests were received at once.

– The pool server never used more than 4% of the RHEL 5 image’s CPU resources
and only used a negligible amount of memory.

4.1.2 Hadoop Modifications

Hadoop Modification Development

The Hadoop modifications were implemented on Hadoop version 0.20.1, which was the latest
stable release at the beginning of the modifications’ development. The bulk of the Hadoop
modifications were made to the Hadoop MapTask class and JobInProgress classes, with the
ScatterMap-level modifications being made in the MapTask and the global, JobTracker-level
modifications being made in the JobInProgress. Our JobInProgress class is responsible for
checking the pool server for background workers and passing them into the MapTask, effectively
creating a ScatterMap task. The number of background workers it adds to each ScatterMap
is configurable in the Hadoop job configuration (see Appendix A). After assigning background
workers to tasks, the JobInProgress assesses the set of background workers’ and the dedicated
node’s throughput capabilities based on previously recorded values coupled with the task profile,
and assigns the task with as much work as it thinks it can complete in the same time it will
take normal MapTasks to complete their splits. As ScatterMaps complete, the JobInProgress
inspects the recorded performance of the background workers and updates its history to allow
for better future prediction of their throughput capabilities. This autonomic re-balancing step
enables the load-balancing mechanism to learn as it passes out tasks and allows for improvement
in load-balancing as the job progresses through its total workload. When building the workload
for each task, the JobInProgress also calculates its expected runtime, which is used for the
previously-discussed speculative execution mechanism.

The MapTask was modified to check if the JobTracker had passed it background workers.
If it did, a ScatterMap class is created to run in parallel with the local MapRunner and a Sub-
SplitController is created to provide workload synchronization, load-balancing, and speculative
execution. If the JobInProgress did not pass in background images, the normal MapRunner is
used exclusively.

Whenever possible, variables that could affect runtime execution were made configurable
through Hadoop’s Job Configuration xml files. These variables include the task profile and
options that dictate how subsplits are created, the choice of dynamic granularity algorithm,
and options affecting the decisions made by the dynamic-granularity algorithms. The full set
of these configurable variables and examples of their valid values are shown in Appendix A.
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Correctness Tests

The correctness and effectiveness of the sfasta35 ScatterMap code was demonstrated on a
cluster of 10 long-running VCL virtual workstations, each with dual-core 3 GHz processors
and 8 GB of RAM. The machines only had 4 GB of hard disk space, which was insufficient
for storing most useful target biological sequence databases with replication. We were able to
obtain 8 GB of hard disk space for one of the nodes, which allowed us to use it as a staging
location for storing larger sequence databases in our cluster’s Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS). We chose the est human FASTA database as our target database because it was the
largest database we could store in our cluster’s HDFS with each block being replicated 3 times.

The initial phase of Hadoop modification development simply created the concept of a
ScatterMap in Hadoop and implemented the required supporting function. We ran a set of
correctness tests against this code using the est human database as our FASTA workload and
using BGH-harvested background workers as the ScatterMap background workers. As men-
tioned previously, fasta35 seems to be incapable of providing e-value scores based purely on
the high-scoring alignments that are produced. While the number of target database sequences
provided for the search affects the e-value scores, the bit-scores do remain static. To assess the
correctness of the Hadoop cluster with ScatterMaps, we simply used the Unix cat utility as our
reducer so that it would output all results received from the sfasta35 background workers. We
ensured that the output file of each test run contained all of the expected sequences that were
found during a single-machine fasta35 run against the full target database. As the smaller
database size seems to slightly increase e-value scores, all of the results from the single-machine
run should be present as well as some possible extra sequences, but they may be in a slightly
different order between runs.

We first ran the sfasta35 workload without background workers to ensure that our results
would be correct after our port of fasta35 to Hadoop. Once we obtained the expected results
without background workers, we added background workers and ensured that the process of
offloading work to them and receiving results back from them did not cause any change in the
output. In addition to this correctness test, a series of timers and extra log messages were
added to the JobTracker, TaskTracker, and MapTask code to ensure that there were no obvious
performance bottlenecks. The timer and other experimentally measured values were aggregated
back up to the JobTracker regardless of where they were produced so that one log could be
scanned to assess the results of a given Hadoop run.
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4.2 Unloaded Background Worker Tests

After proving the BGH system’s correctness, but before attempting to use it to offload Hadoop
tasks on the final environment with loaded BGH background workers, we ran a series of tests
to ensure that the BGH system was capable of producing a performance gain on the simpler
case of unloaded nodes. The unloaded nodes provided a stable set of background workers to
gauge the correctness of the Hadoop system. They were also used to tune the performance of
the resource-aware dynamic load granularity and speculative execution mechanisms and ensure
that they predicted and reacted to system conditions properly in a stable environment before
introducing the code to the volatile VCL workers. We were able to show good performance
gains with the unloaded background workers but, aside from a fluke super-linear speedup due to
poor-performing Hadoop cluster nodes (discussed in Initial Background Hadoop Results), the
efficiency of the total system was well under the optimal values for the total number of Hadoop
cluster nodes and background workers being used, even when using resource-aware dynamic load
granularity and speculative execution mechanisms. This was expected in advance, however, due
to the overhead inherent within Hadoop and the cost of the communication to the background
workers. The results were encouraging and provided the proof of concept needed to move on to
testing the performance of the system in the BGH environment with fully-loaded background
workers.

4.2.1 Initial Performance Tests

Once we had established the correctness of the BGH VCL session harvester, the Hadoop Scat-
terMap modifications, and of the targeted sfasta35 workload, we began to investigate the
performance of the BGH system. We first evaluated the speedup obtained by augmenting the
standard Hadoop cluster with ScatterMaps and their respective background workers. During
this initial analysis, a bottleneck was discovered in the sequential nature of the communication
between the Hadoop ScatterMap and the background workers. While we had anticipated that
it would cause slight performance issues, we did not anticipate that it would actually cause a
slowdown in the runtime of Hadoop jobs. After this discovery, we took some time to make the
monitoring daemon’s task server fully asynchronous after the initial handshake with offloaders.
These changes allowed it to start the background task, in this case sfasta35, before receiving
any data and allowed sfasta35 to begin working on query and target sequences before the full
set is received. The ScatterMap was also modified to spawn a single thread per background
worker and to asynchronously serve the threads as the background workers were ready for
more data or had results to offer. While running these threads in the ScatterMap, local work
is performed in the main thread so that the MapTask is able to overlap communication and
computation as the background worker does.
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Even after building the fully-asynchronous versions of the monitoring daemon task server
and Hadoop ScatterMap, we were still seeing some network delays when transferring data
between the ScatterMaps and their background workers, especially when sending the very-small
messages making up the intial handshake between the two. After researching network tuning
strategies, we disabled Nagle’s algorithm [21], which is designed to improve system bandwidth
by allowing TCP buffers to fill up before sending a message. While Nagle’s algorithm improves
bandwidth, it can greatly increase the latency of small messages, which was a problem in the case
of our small handshake messages. In addition to disabling Nagle’s algorithm, we also tuned the
Java NIO SocketChannel parameters for latency minimization at the slight expense of system
bandwidth. After making these modifications, we were able to show a good performance gain
when using unloaded background workers.

All tests described in this chapter were run three times. The average result is plotted on the
chart and the standard deviation of the results is displayed in the error bars shown on either
side of the plotted point. On some charts, particularly run time measurement charts, it may
look like no error bars have been added. In these cases, the standard deviation is so small that
the error bars to not extend past the point plotted to mark the respective average result. Any
exceptions to the rule that all plotted points have been provided with error bars will be noted
in the chart’s accompanying text.

sfasta35 Performance on Hadoop

(a) Run time (b) Speedup

Figure 4.1: Speedups obtained though parallelizing sfasta35 across dedicated Hadoop cluster
nodes with varying number of MapTasks per node
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sfasta35 was run on a single node of the original Hadoop cluster to measure its standalone
speed. We then ran sfasta35 on the original Hadoop cluster’s ten nodes without any Scat-
terMaps to provide a baseline that would later help to determine the ScatterMaps’ effectiveness
in speeding up InputSplit processing and, therefore, in speeding up the entire runtime of a the
sfasta35 workload as a whole. To test the effectiveness of packing work onto the Hadoop
cluster nodes, the Hadoop cluster sfasta35 tests were run with between one and three map
tasks packed on to each cluster node. The results of the runs show that Hadoop is capable of
providing a significant speedup of the fasta35 workload, although not a particularly impressive
speedup when considering that ten nodes were required to roughly halve the run time when the
ktup was 2, and that the ten nodes only provided a minimal gain as the ktup was increased
towards 6.

The runtime deviation is difficult to see, ranging from 3% to 8%. Less than 1% variance
was measured in successive, sequential runs of sfasta35 on a single node, so no error bars are
provided in its case.

While the speedup is very useful, particularly considering the relative ease of obtaining it
through Hadoop, the efficiency of the solution is somewhat poor, ranging between 12% and 36%
depending on the ktup parameter. This is due to overhead incurred when Hadoop sets up the
job, communicates with mapper nodes, and when it sorts the data and passes it to reducers.
None of these costs are incurred when simply running sfasta35 on a single node. A more
specialized parallelization for sfasta35 would likely provide much better efficiency by avoiding
the unnecessary communication costs incurred by a generic framework.

The speedup is clearly greater when running two mappers per Hadoop cluster node. This
is due to the compute nodes being underloaded when only one mapper is running at a time
and overloaded when three are running. One point of note in the above results is the surge in
speedup when the ktup is 3, which is dramatic with two mappers per Hadoop cluster node, but
only a slight increase when one or three mappers are running per Hadoop cluster node. The
runtime of sfasta35 on a single node when the ktup is 3 is almost exactly half the runtime
when the ktup is 2: the difference between ktup of 2 and ktup of 3 is clearly the point of greatest
algorithmic intensity difference between any two given ktup values. This level of intensity is
also likely the point where the Hadoop cluster nodes were optimally loaded during this series of
tests: their CPUs are capable of handling the intensity of the algorithm quickly, while the single
node was still overwhelmed at this intensity and the clustered nodes were still overwhelmed with
their pieces of the overall workload for ktup = 2.

Some time was spent optimizing the Hadoop cluster’s performance. It was found to produce
the best runtimes when the target database was split into 50 InputSplits, or 5 InputSplits
per Hadoop node, as opposed to the Hadoop recommendation of 10 InputSplits per Hadoop
node. When balancing a load between perfectly homogenous nodes, the fastest runtime will be
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expected when each of the n nodes receives 1/nth of the total workload. Then each node will
run exactly one task between start and end. Very little communication cost will be incurred in
this scenario as only one scattering of data and one gathering is needed, whereas the workers
will, on average, need to pull 10 pieces of work from the JobTracker and incur communication
cost and idle time each time they do so when using 10 InputSplits per node. However, splitting
the data this way achieves its performance gain at the cost of safety: by splitting the data
into smaller pieces, slower nodes will likely obtain less total work during the course of the job
while faster jobs complete and request tasks rapidly. If each node is assigned 1/nth of the
total work, a straggler may cause great delays in runtime because other nodes will not be able
to speculatively execute the straggler’s task until they have completed theirs at the originally
expected job end time. We were not terribly concerned with safety and stragglers on our small
cluster, so we decided to roughly assign 5 tasks per node for a small performance improvement
over 10 tasks per node and some safety built in as well.

Initial Background Hadoop Results

(a) Run time (b) Speedup

Figure 4.2: Execution time of sfasta35 when offloading to Unloaded Background Workers

The effects of adding ScatterMaps to Hadoop are shown above in Figures 4.2a and 4.2b.
Figure 4.2a shows the improvement in runtimes when running with ScatterMaps using pools of
10 of 20 (the maximum number of VCL node reservations we were allowed) unloaded background
workers, where each ScatterMap is set to have exactly 2 background workers. The target
biological sequence database used as the workload for this and the rest of the experiments was
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est human, the largest sequence database we were able to load onto our Hadoop cluster. While
the ScatterMaps may be set to have requested and required numbers of background nodes,
and therefore be heterogenous in their processing power, we had no way to account for that
difference in processing power when scheduling at this point and wanted to isolate the effects
of those differences to see how the system performed with differently sized ScatterMaps.

The improvement in runtime is clear, and as expected: when adding unloaded background
workers, we are ensured of a stable target for offloading work, so we expect a reasonable improve-
ment in runtime. The runtime improvement when adding 10 background nodes is significantly
greater than the improvement when adding the next 10 background workers. The diminishing
returns provided by adding extra unloaded background nodes is also intuitive: at some point
between 0 and 20 background workers, the ability to provide an improvement in runtime for
this workload by adding more computational power starts to decrease because the available
compute nodes are easily able to handle the workload they have been assigned. At this point,
it becomes more difficult to obtain significant runtime performance gains because splitting the
workload further only lowers the amount of time needed by each compute node to complete its
task, and it no longer prevents nodes from being overloaded. While a computational runtime
gain may be obtained by lowering the runtime on each node, there is also an additional com-
munication cost required to split the data further, pass it out to more nodes, and aggregate
the results from them, which likely cancels out the computational gain. This observation also
holds when inspecting the runtimes for ktup values of 5 and 6. At this point, the 10 dedicated
Hadoop cluster nodes and the 10 background workers were easily able to handle the workload
that had been assigned to them and there was little room for a performance gain.

A significant speedup in runtime was observed in these tests as shown in Figure 4.2b. In
fact, we observed a nearly linear speedup when offloading to 10 background workers and a super-
linear speedup from ktup values of 2 to 4 when offloading work to 20 background workers. In
that case, we only increased the number of machines in the cluster by a factor of 3, but we
observed a speedup of as much as a factor of 4. This was most likely due to the limitations
of our orginal dedicated Hadoop cluster nodes. We noticed signficant variance in runtimes
when running tests on the cluster from one day to the next. This effect is not shown in our
results, because all tests shown in a given chart were run successively, to ensure internal result
coherence. However, a greater than expected variance was still observed when running these
tests and is demonstrated by the large standard deviation bars that appear for some of the data
points in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

We believe that this variance in runtimes when running on different days was primarily due
to contention on the virtual workstation cluster nodes. We had no knowledge of the underlying
physical machines’ workload and, therefore, how much contention our virtual cluster nodes were
experiencing. This was one of several reasons that we eventually abandoned this cluster. When
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we later moved to a new cluster of machines, we noticed a signficant runtime improvement in all
of our tests, including tests only using the dedicated Hadoop cluster nodes without background
workers. The new cluster provided more stabilty as well. A more realistic speedup value was
noted for all tests run on that cluster with less variance in results. After moving to the new
cluster, we re-ran the baseline 1 MapTask per Hadoop node test to use for the later speedup
comparisons.

Additionally, on these overloaded cluster nodes, the scenario where 20 background workers
are available and 2 background workers are provided to each ScatterMap is ideal: all potential
MapTasks will be ScatterMaps, which will put less stress on their dedicated, local worker nodes.
None will revert to normal MapTask operation. As we will discuss in more detail in the dynamic
granularity section, this is also ideal for scheduling because the workers are homogenous in this
case: they are all ScatterMaps.

One of our early assumptions about the process of offloading work to background workers
was the the cost of the communication needed to send the data from a Hadoop node that already
has the data available locally to a remote background worker would be hard to overcome with
only the extra resource made available by the background worker. Both figures show that this
hypothesis was correct: as the computation : input data ratio decreases, the performance
benefits of scattering work to the background workers decreases, even with unloaded background
workers. This effect will be exacerbated with background workers having active users.

Figure 4.2b shows the difference in speedup when running the workload with ScatterMaps
versus running the workload on the original Hadoop cluster. The biggest gain in speedup occurs
when running at ktup of 2 and using 20 background nodes. At this point, all of the nodes are
still working hard and the extra splitting up of data is still reducing the overload on the existing
cluster nodes. As the ktup parameter is increased from 2 to 6, the difference in speedup between
the 10 background worker pool and the 20 background workers begins to narrow. This is the
same effect that was explained for Figure 4.2a as the intensity of the algorithm decreases, the
nodes were less overloaded to start with and the gains observed by spreading the work out to
more workers begins to diminish.

Two points of seeming aberration in Figure 4.2b occur when the ktup value is 3 and when
it is 5. At both of these points, the speedup drops below a linear progression from ktup of 2 to
6 for both the 10 background worker and the 20 background worker pools. As previously dis-
cussed, there was a point of aberration when investigating the speedup between the standalone
sfasta35 and the Hadoop cluster without ScatterMaps at ktup of 3: there was a larger than
average performance gain obtained at that point. This seems to have followed through to the
background node pools, because there was such a strong performance gain at that point already
obtained just by running the workload on a cluster, there is less opportunity of a speedup when
augmenting the cluster. The dip in speedup at ktup of 5 and the subsequent increase at ktup
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of 6 is harder to explain, but is likely caused by a similar phenomenon: we expect that at this
point, the improvement in speedup obtained through simply running the workload on a cluster
took up more of the opportunity for a speedup than it did at ktup of 2, 4, and 6.

ScatterMap vs Normal MapTasks

(a) ScatterMap Runtime (b) ScatterMap Speedup

(c) Effect of % Background Work on Speedup

Figure 4.3: ScatterMap Effectiveness on Unloaded Background Workers
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ScatterMaps performed better than anticipated in the initial tests. As shown in Figure
4.3b, the speedup obtained by adding background workers at ktup of 2 even provided greater
than a 100% efficiency gain, almost certainly due to the dedicated Hadoop nodes having been
overloaded at that point. The strong speedup versus the runtime of normal MapTasks also
applied at ktup = 3, but the gains diminished as the intensity of the workload algorithm
lessened and the original Hadoop workers became more capable of handling the computation
themselves. In addition to the outstanding ScatterMap performance when highly intensive
workloads were being performed, several interesting trends became clear through these results:

• As the number of background workers per ScatterMap increases:

– The ScatterMap speedup increases, but the speedup gains quickly diminish as the
number of background workers per ScatterMap increases. These tests were run with
10 subsplits per ScatterMap, so this is likely due to fast workers (more than likely
the local worker) being starved as the background workers pull the majority of the
work. This trend held for all ktup values.

– The total runtime very slightly increases consistently as the ScatterMap runtime very
slightly decreases. As the number of background workers per ScatterMaps increases,
fewer distinct ScatterMaps may be created within a background worker pool of a
set size. In the case of 20 background workers, as shown in Figure 4.3, there will
be exactly 2 background workers per each of the 10 Hadoop nodes, so no normal
MapTasks will be run. When there are 4 background workers, there will only be
5 ScatterMaps and 5 normal MapTasks, and when there are 5 background workers
per ScatterMap, only 4 ScatterMaps will run alongside 6 normal MapTasks. This
observation leads us to believe that for optimal efficiency in the Hadoop cluster the
spread of ScatterMaps across the Hadoop cluster is more important than the size
of each ScatterMap. This is clear when considering that MapTasks are basically
always stragglers within a given job when compared to ScatterMaps. Their much
longer runtimes will degrade the overall system performance when they grab tasks
near the end of a job.

• As the percentage of work done in background tasks increases, the total runtime tends to
decrease. The percentage of work done in background tasks also decreases as the number
of background workers per ScatterMap increases. This result is intuitive when considering
the previous observation about the importance of the spread of the ScatterMaps within
the job as opposed to their respective size. The more normal MapTasks that run within
the job, the greater the percentage of tasks that will be run normally. Obviously, this
observation will have limitations. If we were to build a background worker pool large
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enough to attempt to run all of the work in background tasks, we would likely see a great
decrease in performance because we would no longer be overlapping computation with
communication and we would be taking a great risk if the nodes have an active user.
Therefore, we did not pursue research into that possibility.

The standard deviation of the overall runtime results are in line with those shown in the
previous figures, but the error bars are more easily seen in Figure 4.3a because the scale of the
chart is much more compact. The average ScatterMap and average MapTask runtimes shown
in Figure 4.3a were already based on the results of many separate ScatterMap and MapTask
runs, respectively, within each job that was run as a test. Therefore, there was little variance,
less than 5%, between the averaged results when comparing them across the overall results
of three jobs. In addition, little variance was observed in the speedup shown between the
average ScatterMap runtimes and respective MapTasks runtimes as shown in Figure 4.3b. The
percentage of work sent to background tasks was also very consistent between successive runs,
with less than 5% variance being measured in the identical test runs used to produce those
average results as well. In Figures 4a and 4c, error bars were omitted for the aforementioned
columns with less than 5% variance.

These observations about the effectiveness of ScatterMaps drove the design of our resource-
aware dynamic granularity mechanisms. To mitigate the effect of the “straggling” normal
MapTasks, we attempt to give each ScatterMap enough work so that it will run for the same
duration as the MapTasks. We will then expect them to complete more work in the same amount
of time; evening the runtimes should eliminate the existence of stragglers when working under
optimal conditions. In order to account for the expected volatility of the background workers,
we use the resource statistics they provide to estimate the throughput that they and, in turn,
their respective ScatterMap will provide and use the estimated throughput of the ScatterMaps
versus the estimated throughput of normal MapTasks to even out their workloads. At the
ScatterMap level, we will also make use of this resource-awareness, but we will be using it to
balance out the run times of the background workers and the local ScatterMap MapRunner
and avoid stragglers at that level as well. These mechanisms are described in further detail in
Chapter 3.

4.2.2 Resource-Aware Dynamic Granularity and Speculative Execution

After obtaining a performance gain with unloaded background workers, we examined the results
and looked for Hadoop scheduler issues that were preventing the ScatterMap-enabled Hadoop
cluster from obtaining its optimal workload runtime speedup. During the initial tests, we
measured the idle time encountered by various MapTask runners, the average time it took
ScatterMaps and normal MapTasks to complete, and the percentage of work performed by
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background workers versus the work performed by the ScatterMap’s local MapTask runner and
in normal MapTasks. Using these three metrics, we were able to develop a successful strategy
for improving Hadoop’s load-balancing capabilities at both the global, JobTracker level and at
the ScatterMap level.

JobTracker-Level Resource-Aware Dynamic Granularity

(a) No Dynamic Granularity (b) JobTracker-level Dynamic Granularity

Figure 4.4: ScatterMap vs Normal MapTask Run Times on Unloaded Background Workers
(Similar is Better)

At the JobTracker-scheduling level, we found that ScatterMaps typically complete in a
much shorter time than normal MapTask, which met our expectations. We also noticed that
no ScatterMaps would typically be running near the end of the total job runtime because
they finish their tasks quickly and no remaining work is available. These observations led us
to design the JobTracker’s dynamic granularity mechanism to balance the runtime of normal
MapTasks and ScatterMaps. The dynamic granularity mechanism takes the Task Profile, a
target normal MapTask split size, and a set of background workers as input. It inspects the
estimated throughput for each of the background workers and constructs its total expected
throughput for the ScatterMap. It then determines how long it expects the normal MapTasks
to run by dividing their target input split size by their expected throughput as defined in the
task profile. The dynamic load balancer then calculates how much data the ScatterMap can
process in that amount of time and assigns it as many input splits as it needs to fill that time.
Obviously, this mechanism is only as good as the task profile allows it to be: if the target normal
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MapTask split size is too big or small, it may affect overall system performance. In future work,
we will investigate a mechanism for dynamically testing this split size and improving it as the
job progresses.

The passing of multiple input splits to a given ScatterMap or MapTask was made possible
through file-based InputSplit concatenation as discussed in Chapter 3. The original input
split’s data on the TaskTracker requesting more work is expected to be available locally on
that TaskTracker’s HDFS DataNode. Naive input split concatenation could have disasterous
performance implications if the splits being concatenated are not available on that TaskTracker’s
respective DataNode. Because our original cluster’s HDFS was greatly unbalanced, with one
node having twice as much available storage as the other nodes, HDFS’s balancing tool tended
to put many more of the replicated blocks on the larger DataNode than on the others. Using the
HDFS tools, we were unable to spread the data more evenly. Early JobTracker-level dynamic
granularity tests produced a decrease in runtime, but the locality check in the JobTracker’s split
concatenation code had to be disabled if any splits would be concatenated. We found that the
performance gain was still obtained because our original cluster was very poor at placing local
tasks and that at least half of the tasks it was assigning were not placed on a TaskTracker node
that had the input split data available locally. Because the normal MapTasks were having to
stream data from other nodes to work on them, the effects of our streaming data to background
nodes were minimized.

To properly assess our dynamic granularity engine’s performance, we clearly needed a core
Hadoop cluster with a larger, homogeneous set of available hard-disks so that we could increase
replication of the target databases and store larger target databases in general. We were able
to obtain 10 long-running VCL nodes with the same 2-core 3 GHz processors, but with each
having 20 GB of local storage available and 4 GB of RAM. To provide a comparison point
between the two clusters, we re-ran a set of the original performance tests to provide a baseline
for performance tests run on the new cluster. These results are used in the following figures.

We were able to show a slight performance gain with JobTracker-level resource-aware dy-
namic granularity enabled on our new cluster. To show the difference between the runtimes
when using the new dynamic granularity engine and when running with the standard Hadoop
load balancing engine, we implemented a load balancing algorithm strategy pattern within
Hadoop. The choice of load balancer can be specified in the Hadoop job configuration xml with
the options being:

• Default: The default Hadoop load balancer. Specifies 1 Input Split per MapTask and 1
subsplit per ScatterMap background worker/local MapTask.

• Simple: Allows the user to specify default split quantities that the ScatterMaps and nor-
mal MapTasks request at the JobTracker level and the subsplit quantities that background
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(a) RunTime (b) Speedup

Figure 4.5: Effects of JobTracker-level Dynamic Task Granularity

workers and the local MapTask runner should be given at the ScatterMap level.

• Idle Minimizer: Inspects the throughput for normal MapTasks and background workers
and attempts to balance the ScatterMap and normal MapTask run times at the JobTracker
level and attempts to balance the background workers’ and local MapTask runner’s run
times at the ScatterMap level.

The default balancer was well-tested up to this point. We briefly investigated the simple load
balancer’s performance, but found that it typically increased runtime because historical run
data was required to obtain the speeds at which the various MapTask runners would complete
their work. It was therefore hard to set the default values such that they would properly
balance the run times of the respective MapTasks. In addition, even with good predictions,
this approach does not use the resource-awareness capabilities of the BGH system and, as a
result, cannot provide less work to slower workers. Therefore, the slower workers are allowed
to drag down the overall job performance.

The idle-time-minimizing load balancer was the primary focus of our research. It was simple
enough to implement fairly quickly and was reasonably easy to debug while still providing good
performance benefits. The task run time equalization was most effective when the ktup was 2
or 3. At ktup 5 and 6, the task equalizer had a difficult time matching the very fast dedicated
MapTask runtimes. The runtime equalization seemed to be most effective when there were 2
background workers assigned per ScatterMap. However, in this case, the cluster was exclusively
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ScatterMaps, so the balancer had little work to do. While the JobTracker-level idle time
minimizer does improve the balance of runtimes between ScatterMaps and MapTasks, there
is clearly more work needed to produce a sophisticated throughput measurement mechanism
that will more accurately predict how much work each mapper should be assigned to properly
balance their runtimes. Even without perfect runtime equivalence, a performance gain was still
demonstrated through the use of the dynamic load balancer. The gain was most noticeable
at the lower ktup values and when there were 2 background workers per ScatterMap, but a
performance gain was observed at all measured data points when JobTracker-level dynamic
granularity was enabled.

Table 4.1: Task Profiles for sfasta35 running on the replacement Hadoop cluster

ktup Background Worker kB/s ScatterMap Local kB/s MapTask kB/s
2 118 120 150
3 400 450 550
4 728 1000 1291
5 1020 1500 2300
6 1700 1800 2700

As the test runs were completed, the logs were checked for throughput recommendations
for each of the possible map runners: 1) the background workers, 2) the local runner on Scat-
terMaps, and 3) the normal, dedicated MapTasks. The results were largely as expected: both
the the normal, dedicated MapTasks and the ScatterMap local map runner have higher through-
put than the background workers. The ScatterMap local map runner has less throughput than
the dedicated MapTask because it is sharing time with the communication code that drives the
background runners. These numbers, shown in Table 4.1, were used for both the JobTracker-
level and for the ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity tests.

ScatterMap-Level Resource-Aware Dynamic Granularity

At the ScatterMap level, we noticed that either the background workers or the local MapTask
runner were sitting idle for significant periods of time during our naive task assignment runs.
This observation motivated the design of our ScatterMap-level dynamic load granularity engine.
At this level, the idle-time minimizer algorithm was designed to try to fit the workload of
the background workers to the expected runtime of locally-run subsplits, as was done at the
JobTracker level. With a fine subsplit granularity, this allowed for slower background workers
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to be given much less work than the faster background workers and the local MapTask runner.
To ensure fine subsplit granularity, an order of 10 more splits than background workers is
recommended, following the Hadoop recommendation of splits per compute nodes.

To build safety into the ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity, we throttled the size of the
tasks that background workers could attempt to be no more than they can handle within
60 seconds, following our assumption that volatile background workers are unlikely to remain
available for more than a minute at a time. Therefore, sending them more than 60 seconds worth
of work at a time will significantly increase the risk of expensive task failures. Additional safety
is built in by always forcing workers to request no more than half as much work as they could
possibly handle in the remaining runtime. This ensures that multiple passes at the workload
will be attempted by the workers and, therefore, prevents major overruns by minimizing the
change that a straggler worker will greatly overrun its expected time and drag the performance
of the ScatterMap down as a whole.

(a) Runtime (b) Speedup

Figure 4.6: Effect of ScatterMap-level Dynamic Task Granularity

The ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity engine was checked for correctness by inspecting
run logs and making sure that the load balancing decisions were as expected and by ensuring
that all of the target database sequences were used and that the final output was correct.
The additional safety built in by the ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity engine shows up at
ktup of 2 and 3. The runtime for these workloads is actually somewhat slower that when only
using JobTracker-level dynamic granularity. This occurs because the safety mechanism forces
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fewer subsplits to be run by each worker at once. While this safety will be worthwhile when
working with the active-user VCL virtual workstations as background nodes, it only results in
a performance degradation when working with unloaded nodes.

On the other hand, significant performance gains were achieved on average for ktup of 4, 5,
and 6. In these cases, more subsplits were run at a time and more were provided to background
workers than when the tests were run without ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity. When
running at these ktup values, the ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity is critical to perfor-
mance. At ktup of 2 and 3, it is still recommended to leave the ScatterMap-level dynamic
granularity enabled but, in its current form, it may cause a performance degradation when
running with stable nodes. However, there was signficant variability in the results for two of
the ktup = 4 tests when the dynamic granularity mechanism was used both with and without
ScatterMap-level dynamic granularity. An abnormally great speedup was observed for one of
the three test runs both when using our full dynamic granularity mechanism with 4 background
workers per ScatterMap and when only using JobTracker-level dynamic granularity and 5 back-
ground workers per ScatterMap. These caused the speedup results to be more impressive, but
may be hard to duplicate when the tests are run on a more stable platform.

4.3 Preliminary Loaded Background Workers Results

The preliminary tests conducted on the BGH system with background workers running a sim-
ulated foreground load, are incomplete, but very encouraging. Thus far, only general, run time
measurement tests have been run with Windows background workers running simulated Adobe
Photoshop, Matlab, and OpenOffice foreground workloads. These tests have shown that the
benefits from providing offloaders with performance gains may be greater than we had expected.
While the loaded background nodes understandably do not provide the performance gain levels
made possible with the unloaded background nodes, a job that offloads work to the loaded
background workers does significantly outperform the same job running only on the standard
Hadoop cluster.

The loaded background worker tests were performed using simulated foreground process
loads on VCL virtual workstations running Microsoft Windows and the Microsoft .NET frame-
work, a prerequisite for our Windows monitoring daemon and workload simulator. The only
virtual workstations within VCL that currently provide the .NET framework are designed for
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 and are therefore very capable: each was allotted 4 GB of RAM
and either 4 or 8 processor cores, with each processor running at 3 GHz. While our target
virtual workstations will be far less capable and these images are not a perfect simulation envi-
ronment, they did allow us to run useful initial tests to confirm that the BGH system will still
provide performance benefits programs offloading work to actual VCL workstations running a
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foreground workload.

(a) OpenOffice

(b) Adobe Photoshop

Figure 4.7: Image Profiles gathered from OpenOffice and Adobe Photoshop sessions running in
the VCL
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As previously discussed, Ben Clay, my co-researcher also working under Dr. Ma, developed
the foreground workload generation programs for Windows and ported my Linux monitoring
daemon to run on Windows using the .NET framework. His win bghdaemon is fully compat-
ible with the pool server and offloader protocols, so that the ScatterMap may use the same
communication protocol with both the Windows and Linux daemons. To direct the foreground
workload generator, image profiles were generated using a Windows port of the the rdaemon

resource monitoring package, built by Zhenhuan Gong, a graduate student working under Dr.
Xiaohui Gu. We asked unaffiliated researchers and friends to use Open Office, Photoshop and
Matlab VCL images for a period of hours while the win rdaemon package gathered resource
utilization statistics, providing a set of typical use cases for each of these images. Workload
generation was achieved by development of a custom application which takes parsed output
from the rdaemon package and closely replicates the logged CPU and memory loads. The
resulting resource utilization profiles (Figure 4.7) demonstrated that the images were indeed
underutilized as we had originally suspected.

(a) Run time (b) Speedup

Figure 4.8: Execution time of sfasta35 when offloading to Loaded Background Workers

Twenty background workers running ten OpenOffice and ten Photoshop simulation loads
altogether were reserved from VCL for the purposes of testing the potential for run time per-
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formance gains when offloading work from our ten-node Hadoop cluster to loaded background
workers. As shown above in Figure 4.8, a significant run time performance gain was achieved.
The speepdup obtained by augmenting the dedicated Hadoop cluster with 20 unloaded back-
ground workers served as the upper bound for our expected results. The gain was better than
we had hoped for: we had expected that the simulation workers would only provide a small
amount of processing power for offloaded subtasks, but the overall task run times were closer to
the run times we achieved with unloaded nodes than those found when running solely with the
standard Hadoop cluster. As the ktup increased from 2 to 6, we measured a speedup between
1.5 and 1 when using the 20 loaded background workers compared to the respective 2.25 to 1.2
speedup we measured before when using 20 unloaded background workers. While this loaded
background worker speedup did not come close to approaching its upper bound, it was still
better than we were anticipating considering the load being placed on the loaded background
workers and their limited availability when compared to the unloaded background workers. As
expected, the level of speedup attained was greatest as the computation : input data ratio
was greatest at ktup=2 and was least as the ktup approached 6. In fact, a performance degra-
dation was observed at ktup=6, which confirms our early suspicions about the importance of
the workload being a highly intensive algorithm when moving computation away from locally
available data.

We believe that the performance was better than expected because of the highly power sim-
ulation images we were running the tests with. However, the full potential of the background
workers was not utilized, so there was the potential for an even better run time performance
gain. Significant connection problems between the ScatterMap and the Windows daemon were
observed, with up to 50 connection failures per job occurring both during the initial connec-
tion between ScatterMap and monitoring daemon and during the monitoring daemon’s task
operation. The BGH system’s ability to provide good results even with these frequent connec-
tion failures demonstrates the capability of our failure handling mechanism, but more work is
needed to improve the connection between the two entities before we can proceed to testing
the BGH system’s performance on less capable simulation images. We also believe these back-
ground worker conditions to be the reason that our enhanced dynamic granularity mechanism
only provided a minimal, but more stable, speedup when compared to the speedup obtained
without its use. Its throughput predictions were partially broken, as expected, by the large
number of connection failures, but it still reacted admirably in the face of those failures and
provided a roughly linear speedup as the number of background workers increased, as shown
in Figure 4.10. Also, its accurate throughput predictions were less critical than they will be
when running against less capable background workers. The effects of our enhanced dynamic
granularity mechanism will become more apparent as we run further tests on less available, but
more stable background workers.
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Figure 4.9: Effects of Background Pool size on Run Time, ktup = 4

A further set of tests were run with the ktup parameter isolated at 4, the middle ktup,
to examine the performance of the BGH system as the background worker pool size increased
from 5 to 20, which was the largest pool we were able to create. The results were roughly
as expected: offloading work to background workers produced the greatest gains when the
background workers were unloaded and, therefore, always available and always able to focus
exclusively on the provided task. When the pool consisted of loaded background workers, we
were still able to show a significant performance gain, even when only 5 background workers
were available. In fact, little additional performance gain was achieved by adding more than
5 background workers. An anomaly was also encountered when using a pool of 15 background
workers and when running without our enhanced dynamic granularity mechanism: the average
runtime slightly increased, though with a great deal of variance in the results. These highly
variable results were most likely caused by the aforementioned excessive number of monitoring
daemon failures that occurred during these tests. These issues are easily observed in the Figure
4.9’s standard deviation error bars, while they were mostly hidden in Figure 4.8a because of its
much greater y-axis scale. Particularly in the loaded test runs, the standard deviation in the
results was quite high because the number of background workers the ScatterMaps were able
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to connect to and make use of greatly varied between each of the three runs used to obtain
the average results. This effect increased as the number of background workers in the pool
increased. The results with 5 background workers are relatively stable because, on average,
1 background worker from the pool was unused. However, as we approached 20 background
workers in the pool, the variability of the number of background workers the ScatterMaps could
make use of during the course of a job increased and, therefore, the standard result deviation
increased. Overall, the results when using unloaded nodes were significantly more stable. The
use of our enhanced dynamic granularity mechanism also provided better result stability.

When used, our dynamic granularity mechanism provided a performance gain for all back-
ground pool sizes both when the background workers were loaded and when they were unloaded.
However, when the background workers were loaded, the performance gain was again, minimal
due again to the high number of failures that were observed which caused the estimated task
throughputs to be largely incorrect. Further work is needed to improve the dynamic granularity
mechanism’s performance in the face of a great number of failures.

Because of the problems that were encountered and the atypically powerful virtual work-
stations on which these test were run, more work is needed to confirm and extend these results.
However, obtaining a performance gain when moving the MapReduce computation away from
the locally available data even when encountering a great number of failures when offloading
data to the background workers is an impressive result. It demonstrates the promise of the
BGH system and the need for further research in the area of aggressively-stealing resources
from active-user virtual workstations running on Cloud systems.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

Aggressively stealing resources from active-user virtual workstations in order to optimize the re-
source utilization of the underlying hardware and simultaneously providing a performance gain
is a very difficult problem. Many approaches to the problem of aggressively stealing resources
have been attempted. While most existing solutions to the problem require low-level modifica-
tions to the host operating system and/or very tightly scheduled applications to achieve their
goals, we are attempting a more generic solution that can effectively steal resources from the
highly-volatile virtual workstations served by the Virtual Computing Lab at North Carolina
State University. We assume the worst about the host virtual workstation background workers
and will typically kill running background processes if their existence on the system may inter-
fere with the active user’s processes. Because of the background workers’ volatility, we needed
a highly reactive workstation harvester as well as flexible, fault-tolerant applications that wish
to offload work. During the course of this intial research into the BackGround Hadoop system,
we built the required harvesting framework and extended the popular Hadoop implementation
of the Google MapReduce framework to offload work to the highly-volatile background workers.
We were able to show a performance gain through the use of the background workers to aug-
ment an existing Hadoop cluster as well as the effectiveness of our new Hadoop resource-aware
dynamic granularity mechanisms.

This initial research into the Background Hadoop system was mostly successful, but also
demonstrated the need for further research towards improving the effectiveness of offloading
MapReduce workloads to active-user virtual workstations. A great deal of time was invested
into building the Background Hadoop VCL session harvester’s components: the monitoring
daemon and pool server, into modifying Hadoop to efficiently and safely offload work to the
available virtual workstations, or background workers, and into tuning the system as a whole to
ensure fast communication times and effective balancing of work throughout the system. As a
result of this work, we were able to show a performance gain when offloading MapReduce tasks
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to unloaded background workers. Our results were more impressive than expected when running
the initial tests with simulated-user-load virtual workstations as background workers. Those
initial tests served as an effective first step towards the full BGH system even though the simu-
lated workstations were more capable than we expect our eventual target background workers
to be. More work is needed to test the BGH system on less capable virtual workstations and to
optimize the level of resource we can steal from such images. Further BGH dynamic granular-
ity mechanism optimizations coupled with communication improvements between ScatterMaps
and the Windows monitoring daemon will allow us to obtain a more impressive performance
gain when using the loaded background workers and will more fully optimize the throughput
of the hardware underlying the background workers.

Several important observations about the BGH system and the MapReduce framework
were made during the course of this initial research that both demonstrate the usefulness of the
currently implemented BGH system and motivate future research into improving it:

• We confirmed that it is difficult to overcome the cost of moving computation away from
data. We were unable to achieve strong performance improvements when running lightly
intensive algorithms on background workers. In order to show a strong performance im-
provement, the tuple size used for our FASTA searches had to be no larger than four,
even when using unloaded background workers. In order to achieve good speedup when
offloading an algorithm with an even lower computation : input data ratio, such as
the BLAST algorithm, we will either need 1) some mechanism to pre-load the background
workers with the target data or 2) to find some other way to cut down on the communi-
cation costs of streaming the target data to them.

• Resource-awareness is an important tool when dealing with a greatly heterogeneous set
of Hadoop cluster nodes. Our resource-aware dynamic granularity mechanism was shown
to provide an increase in runtime speedup when used to balance the tasks sent to the
unloaded background workers and was shown to be critical when attempting to obtain
a performance gain on the heterogenously available background workers. Our dynamic
granularity mechanism should provide runtime speedup gains when used on any hetero-
geneous set of Hadoop nodes; its usefulness is not limited to the highly volatile VCL
environment.

• It is more important to balance the number of background workers per ScatterMap across
the Hadoop cluster than it is to create very powerful ScatterMaps with many background
workers. When using a pull-based load-balancing mechanism, faster workers will typically
sit idle at the end of the job run time and wait for the slower workers to complete their
tasks. To obtain a stronger speedup, the tasks should be balanced so that their runtimes
are approximately equivalent.
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• While significant runtime speedup gains were achieved when the ScatterMap nodes were
making use of unloaded background workers, it is much more difficult to obtain such a
gain when working with nodes running a typical user load.

5.1 Future Work

This research project provided a strong foundation for the Background Hadoop system, which
will eventually be capable of providing a performance gain to a wide range of MapReduce
applications by offloading their subtasks to run in the background of active-user virtual work-
stations. While we were able to show strong performance gains through the new ScatterMap
set of modifications to Hadoop and through resource-aware dynamic granularity and specula-
tive execution mechanisms, work is needed to further optimize the system. Optimizations are
needed to provide a performance increase when running workloads that do not have a high
computation : input data ratio, further tests need to be run to evaluate the system with
typical VCL conditions, and further work will be needed to move the project beyond prototype
state for the use of researchers wishing to run FASTA and BLAST through a BGH system
web-interface.

In order to progress to the point where the system is capable of serving the needs of such
researchers, the following areas will need to be investigated further:

• The BGH system needs to be tested on VCL virtual workstations with actual active users
to verify that the background processes are not interfering with the users’ processes. The
conservatively-shared simulated user workstations we ran the initial tests with showed the
potential of the BGH system, but these tests are needed to ensure that the user will not
actually notice a performance degradation as the background processes run.

– If the user processes are being interfered with, we will need to investigate stricter
process management on Windows. Kernel modifications such as those described by
Ryu and Hollingsworth [11] will clearly be very difficult to make on the Windows
workstations that make up the bulk of VCL reservations, but an equivalent may be
necessary to protect the active users’ processes.

• For the purposes of this proof-of-concept research, we avoided the issue of security. By
running background tasks directly in the user space of VCL virtual workstations, we are
creating a security risk both for the offloading application and for the owner of the virtual
workstation. We will need to research low-overhead mechanisms for assuring the security
of both parties when offloading tasks to virtual workstations.

• While the resource measurements of the BGH system provided a performance gain that
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would have been otherwise unattainable when offloading work to partially available back-
ground workers, improvements to the resource monitors and the decision-making of the
dynamic load granluarity and speculative execution mechanisms should be investigated.

• Methods for avoiding the communication cost should be investigated. One possibility is
to have the pool server or some other entity begin sending data to the virtual workstation
as soon as it first becomes available and to then keep track of which virtual workstation
has given pieces of target data already available locally. However, this is not trivial, and
we will likely always have to fall back on streaming because it will possibily be difficult to
find a set of background workers at any given point in time that contains all of the target
data needed for the workload. In this case, the data would still need to be streamed to the
workstation, but this mechanism may be capable of minimizing the number of streaming
operations.

– The network I/O statistics need to be monitored on the background workers and
taken into account when determining the level of virtual workstation availability.
Streaming the data to the background workers is very network intensive. We cur-
rently do not handle the case where the user has started a file transfer and stepped
away from the virtual workstation well: our monitor would report the virtual work-
station as being highly available, when we would almost certainly experience slow
data transfer times to the machine and it would become a straggler.

– The current idle-time minimizer algorithms were shown to be effective, but the use
of more sophisticated algorithms should be investigated such as those described by
Faik, et. al. [24], and used by Zoltan [27], [26]. Use of such algorithms will require
research into further hybridizing MapReduce’s load balancing mechanism between a
pull and a push-based model.

• The BGH system needs to be tested for scalability with a much larger pool of available
background workers. Our research shows that the MapReduce workload performance
gains obtained through offloading may diminish as the number of background workers
increases. However, the number of background workers needed to reach that point of
diminishing returns will increase as the background workers are less available. This point
needs to be identified so that that Hadoop JobTrackers can intelligently optimize how
many background workers and, therefore, ScatterMaps they create to run their jobs.

• Larger biological sequence databases should be tested with FASTA and BLAST to inves-
tigate the scalability of the BGH system when the workload increases. We expect that
the resulting speedup will be greater when working with larger datasets because they are
more likely to overwhelm the dedicated Hadoop nodes.
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• Tests of the BGH system need to be run with a larger dedicated Hadoop cluster to
investigate potential performance gains when running the larger set of dedicated nodes.
These potential performance gains need to be weighed against possible power costs that
may be incurred from creating the new nodes.

• Likewise, the possibility of simple power gains achieved through powering down dedicated
Hadoop nodes and replacing them with sets of background workers should be researched.

• The BGH system should be compared to virtual machine packing solutions [29], [30].
We hypothesize that virtual-mach ine packing solutions will cause noticable lag when
resources are shuffled between active-user virtual machines running on a hypervisor, but
this needs to be confirmed. The point at which virtual machine packing introduces lag
should be determined at, at this point, the performance of the BGH system should be
compared with the virtual-machine packing solution.

• The use of a more thorough prediction model [28] for predicting the availablility of the
background workers should be investigated. While the solution suggested by Ren, Lee,
Eigemann, and Bagchi will provide much more accurate predictions than our current
simple historical models, it will also be much more computationally intensive and will
likely make our monitoring daemon’s resource utilization noticable to the active user. We
should investigate a solution that is more intensive than our current one, but that will be
lightweight enough to be invisible to the active user.

Once the full BGH system is shown to be capable of providing at least the performance
benefits we demonstrated during the course of this research when running on the VCL and
using its virtual systems as potential background workers, the final step will be to ensure that a
set of MapReduce applications are available for researchers to access through a web application.
The web application will then provide the researchers with access to run fast, local scientific
workloads cheaply while optimizing the throughput and utilization of resources for the hardware
underlying the VCL.
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Appendix A

Background Hadoop Job

Configuration Options

Configurable Item Default

Value

Description

bghpoolserv.addr localhost The IP Address of the BGH Pool

Server

bghpoolserv.port 2283 The BGH Pool Server’s port

bgh.task.images 2 The requested number of back-

ground workers per ScatterMap

bgh.task.min.images 1 The minimum number of back-

ground workers needed to create

a ScatterMap

bgh.task.executable.name ” The name and parameters of the

executable to be run on the back-

ground workers

bgh.input.query ” The name of the HDFS file con-

taining the query sequences

mapreduce.dynamic.splits false Specifies that subsplits should be

created. Enables ScatterMaps.

mapreduce.subsplits.num 10 The number of subsplits to be cre-

ated per InputSplit
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Configurable Item Default

Value

Description

bgh.task.profile.map.bg.KBperSec 128 The expected background worker

throughput

bgh.task.profile.map.localScatter.KBperSec 512 The expected throughput of the

ScatterMap’s local map runner

bgh.task.profile.map.dedicated.KBperSec 512 The dedicated MapTasks’ ex-

pected throughput

bgh.task.profile.bg.cpuMhz 1000 The CPU speed of the back-

ground worker used to measure

the throughput values

bgh.task.profile.bg.numCpu 1 The number of CPU cores the

measurement background worker

had

bgh.task.profile.bg.memoryMB 1024 The MB of memory that were

available on the measurement

background worker

bgh.task.profile.task.sizeKb 1024 The size of the task (uncom-

pressed if the target dataset is a

SequenceFile)

mapreduce.bgh.subsplit.actualSize 1024 The actual (uncompressed) size of

each subsplit

bgh.task.profile.map.dedicated.split.sizeKb 1024 The target amount of data that lo-

cal tasks should run. Background

workers will be given work taking

the same amount of time that this

will take on local.

bgh.maptask.balancer.type default Dynamic load balancer used at

Scattermap level (default, simple,

or minimizeIdle)

bgh.jobtracker.balancer.type default Dynamic load balancer used at

Scattermap level (default, simple,

or minimizeIdle)
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